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Little is known about the distribution of*
"basic proteins in micro-organisms, even although
it has "been suggested that the histones and pro¬
tamines, which occur in close association with
deoxyribonucleic acid (D.N.A,) in the nuclei of
vertebrate animals, might be Involved in the
expression or replication of the genetic material.
Because of the variety of different basic proteins
v/hich are now known to exist, it is necessary to
consider what is understood by the terms
"histone" and "protamine".
The occurrence of the basic compound prota¬
mine in salmon spermatozoa was first reported in
1874 by Miescher, after his classical researches
into the chemical nature of cell nuclei. This
was followed by the isolation of histone from
goose erythrocyte nuclei by Kossel in 1884.
Histone was later found to be present in calf
thymus glands (Lilienfield, 1894)» in fov/1 ery¬
throcyte nuclei (Ackerman, 1904), and in place of
protamine in the spermatozoa of some fish
(Kossel, 1928).
Figure 1. Mobility-pH graph
of histones from ox thymus nuclei. O, a-
component. •,/^-component. x,y-com-
ponent.
Taken from Cruft et al. (1957)
<
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The analogy between these two basic compounds,
proposed by Kossel, and their relationship to the
proteins in general, were only confirmed some
years later after the analysis of their hydrolysis
products (Kossel, 1928).
The most characteristic property of the
histones is their very basic nature. The iso¬
electric points of different histones and histone
fractions occur normally within the pH range of'
10,0 to 11.0 (Cruft, Mauritzen and Stedman,1957 a),
and thus they will migrate as cations when
subjected to electrophoresis at any pH below 10,
Using the Tlsellus apparatus, Graft et al.(1957 a)
made a detailed study of the electrophoretic
mobilities of hlstones at different pH s. The
mobility-pH curves for the main ox thymus histone
components are shown in Pig, 1. The general
shape of these curves, and the marked change in
the gradients at about pH 9, are characteristic
of most histones; only histones isolated ffom
certain tumour tissues were found to exhibit
rather unusual mobility-pH curves.
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The amino acid analyses of unfractionated
calf thymus histone and some of its fractions are
given in Table 1. The analyses of two protamines
have also "been included for comparison. This
* ' :
table demonstrates the wide variations which
occur in the composition of different histone
r
fractions, and illustrates why it is impossible
'
to define the term "histone" solely on the basis
of amino acid composition. However the amino
acid analyses of histones do have certain
characteristic features. There is always a
considerable excess of basic over acidic amino
acids, with lysine and arginine together accounting
for 25% (w/w), or more, of all the amino acid
residues. Histones also usually contain
relatively large amounts of alanine, leucine, and
the two acidic amino acids. Apart from the
predominance of lysine and arginine, the moat
notable feature of the composition of histones is
the absence of tryptophan and cysteine. Traces
of cysteine have occasionally been reported,
normally in unfractionated histone preparations
(Phillips, 1962), but this may be due to contamin¬
ation with other proteins.
-h-
Because of the absence of tryptophan, the
ultra-violet absorption spectra of the hietone8
are, in general, very like those of tyrosine
(Craft, 1953). Cruft has used the spectra both
to show that preparations are free from contamina¬
tion with nucleic acids, and to determine the
approximate tyrosine content of histones.
The molecular weights reported for different
calf thymus histone fractions vary from a few
thousand to almost 100,000 (reviewed by Phillips,
1962). This demonstrates, along with the amino
acid analyses, the wide variety of different
molecules which must be accommodated by the term
"histone"* The precise definition of a histone,
even from a well studied source such as calf
thymus, is therefore most difficult. This great
diversity of the histones, and even of histone
sub-fractions, is particularly well demonstrated
by zone electrophoresis in starch and polyacryl-
amide gels (Neelin and Neelin, I960; Muecke,
1962; Cruft, 196h).
In view of earlier definitions of the term
"histone", which had led some authors to classify
the weakly basic protein glo'oin under this heading,
Cruft et al. proposed in 1957 that the term "should
be reserved exclusively for basic proteins, other
than protamines, which occur in the cell nucleus".
Since then basic proteins, with amino acid
analyses similar to those of the histones, have
been isolated from rat liver microsomes (Butler,
Cohn and Simson, I960), and starch gel electro¬
phoresis of acid soluble proteins extracted from
ribosomes of pea seedling buds has revealed
several protein components with isoelectric
points above pH 7 (Setterfield, Neelin, Neelln
and Bayley, i960). Leslie (l96l) has also shown
that basic proteins extracted from ribosomes of
cultured human liver cells (strain HLK) are
similar in composition to the histones.
The existence of these cytoplasmic histone-
like proteins may eventually necessitate some
alterations in the nomenclature. Phillips (1962)
suggests that If these cytoplasmic basic proteins
are related metabolically with the histones, then
the term histone could be widened to include them;
however, if they are not directly connected with
the histones, but possess some function with the
ribonucleic acids similar to that of the histones
with the deoxyribonucleic acids, then the term
cytoplasmic histones would be appropriate.
-6.
No metabolic or functional relationship has
yet heen established "between these two classes of
protein, and therefore in this dissertation the
cytoplasmic "basic proteins have been simply named
by their origin in the cell. For instance,
basic proteins extracted from rlbosomes are
referred to as "ribosomal basic proteins". The
term histone has been reserved for basic proteins
of nuclear origin, or, in organisms which have no
well defined nucleus, for the basic proteins
occurring in association with BNA.
Recently, at the First World Conference on
Histone Biology and Chemistry, Murray (l96h)
suggested that histones should be defined as
"basic proteins that at some tims are associated
with DNA". Murray justified this broadening of
the definition to include protamines on the basis
that the histones and protamines are homologous
proteins, and that their distinction is little
different from that between two histone fractions
of v/ldely different properties.
7
The literature providing evidence for the
wide distribution of histones and protamines in
multi-cellular oi'ganisras is summarised in the
Appendix. This is an adapted and extended
version of a similar summary given "by Phillips,
(1962) in a review.
The presence of histones has "been demonstrated
in a variety of tissues isolated from many-
different vertebrate species, and it is now
generally accepted that they are of universal
occurrence in the somatic cell nuclei of all
vertebrates, (Cruft, et, ajL. 1957 a; Mirsky and
Osawa, 1961s Phillips, 1962). Although histories
are present in the spermatozoa of some vertebrates
the simpler protamines occur in the spermatozoa of
certain fish and the chicken.
No extensive studies have been carried out
into the distribution of basic proteins in the
invertebrate animals. However, in the snail
Helix aspersa. cytological techniques have
indicated the existence of histones in the ovum
and developing embryo, and of protamines in the
spermatozoa. Basic proteins similar in nature to
histone have also been isolated from the spermatozoa
of several echinoderms and from the gills and
testis of the squid.
Although histones have "been Isolated, from
relatively few plant species, their presence in
several other® have "been inferred from eytologleal
staining, and. it therefore appears probable that
they also occur widely throughout this group of
organisms.
In the field of micro-organisms little is
known about, the distribution of his tones. Indeed
at the time this investigation was commenced,
most of the available evidence favoured the view
that histones were absent from bacteria,
I
In 19h7 Belozerskii had reviewed his work on
the properties of nucleoproteins prepared from
various bacterial species. His isolation pro¬
cedure involved the extraction of the bacteria
with dilute alkali and precipitating the nucleo-
protein with acid. On the basis of analyses of
the basic amino acids present in his preparations*
he concluded that proteins of basic character are
absent in bacterial nuoleoproteins. However, it
could be argued that the alkaline extraction and
acid precipitation of nucleoproteins would favour
the recovery of acidic proteins along with the
DHA, at the expense of any basic proteins present.
The failure of Ghargaff and Saidel (l9h9) to
detect histones in a preparation of nucleoprotein
from avian tubercle bacilli is open to the same
criticisms.* Their isolation involved extraction
with pH 8.3 borate buffer, and precipitation with
acetic acid at pH h.2.
More recently deoxyribonucleoproteins have
been isolated from other species of bacteria
(Tsumita and Ghargaff, 1958; Masui, Iwata,
Ishiiaitsu and Umebayashi, 1962) using methods
based on that of Ghargaff and Saidel. Amino
acid analyses of the preparations again led to
the conclusion that the protein moieties were non-
basic.
In agreement with these authors, Belozerskii
and Uryson (1958) were unable to isolate histones
from either the nucleoproteins of Proteus vulgarly
or by direct extraction of the bacterial mass.
DHA-protein was prepared from Escherichia
coli by Zubay and Watson (1959) using a technique
similar to one commonly used for the isolation of
DHA-histcne from higher organisms. This involved
extraction with water followed by precipitation of
the DHA-protein with pH 8 buffered 0.15$ sodium
-10-
chloride. Analysis of the amino acids liberated
on the hydrolysis of this preparation, together
with studies of its X-ray diffraction pattern
(WiUclns and Zubay, 1959)» led to the conclusion
that F. coli do not contain any histone. How¬
ever, these authors do point out that it is not
certain whether the protein which they have
studied is naturally "bound to DITA in the "bacterial
cell, or becomes attached during isolation#
Indeed the X-ray diffraction study showed that a
large proportion of the UNA in the DNA-protein
preparation is free of protein, and Wilkins and
Zubay believe that this indicates that most of
the DNA in the intact bacteria is not attached to
protein*
Observations with the electron microscope by
Van Iterson and Robinow (1961) ©n the fine struc¬
ture of nuclear bodies in two spherical bacteria,
demonstrated the presence of fibers with a dia¬
meter of 20 itngstom units. This diameter is
close to that of the BHA molecule in the model of
Watson and Crick (1953) and it was therefore
concluded, in agreement with Wilkins and Zubay,
that most of the length of the DNA molecules in
bacteria is not associated with protein.
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In 1958 Spiegelman, Aronson and Fits-James
isolated nuclear "bodies from protoplasts of
Bacillus megaterium. The protein content of the
nuclear "bodies was determined "by two methods;
the ninhydrin method of Moore and Stein (1958),
and the Folin procedure (Lowry, Rosehrough, Farr
and Randall, 1951). As the purification of the
nuclear "bodies progressed, the ratio of the
ninhydrin value to the Folin value increased.
Since histones give a relatively weak Folin
colour and a strong ninhydrin colour, this was
taken as indicating that the megaterium structures
contain proteins analogous to the histones.
However, this is a poor method for characterising
the presence of histones, and, moreover, Butler
and Godson (1963) have failed to extract "basic
protein from a similar nuclear fraction of
B, megaterium.
At the time this investigation was started,
only one paper, that of Palmade, Chevallier,
Knobloch and Vendrely (1958), provided any real
evidence for the possibility that histones might
"be present in "bacteria. These authors stated
that the difficulty in extracting good prepara¬
tions of DHA-protein from "bacteria was probably
-12-
due to their rigid cell walls. They obviated
this difficulty "by preparing protoplasts from
E. coli. and isolated DNA-protein by the classical
method of molar salt extraction, follox^ed by
precipitation at physiological salt concentra¬
tion. Analysis of their DNA-protein gave a
nitrogen to phosphorus ratio which was almost
identical to that of a typical nucleohistone.
The amino acids liberated on hydrolysis of their
product were studied by paper chromatography, and
the pattern and intensities of the ninhydrin
developed spots were similar to those obtained
from a hydrolysate of trout erythrocyte nucleo¬
histone.
More recently this work was extended by
Palmade (1961), who studied the ratios of argi-
nine and lysine to total protein in DNA-proteins
prepared from E. coli and Micrococcus Lvsodeikti-
cus. If was concluded that typical nucleo-
histones are present in these organisms. How¬
ever, it should be emphasised that this author
does not state the yield of DNA-protein obtained;
also, that in the best preparations, DNA and
protein together only accounted for some 10% of
the material present, the contaminant being
nitrogenous in nature, and that no attempt was
made to actually isolated histone by acid
extraction of the DNA-protein.
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If DNA in the "bacterial cell is largely
complexed with histone, as in the nuclei of
higher organisms, it is surprising that any great
difficulty should, "be encountered, in obtaining
good yields of DNA-histone. Most "bacteria
appear to contain DNA in the order of 1 to 5%
of their dry mass (Handbook of Biological Data,
1956)* If this DNA were largely combined with
histone, then the bacteria would contain between
2 and 10% nucleohistone.
The conflicting reports, relating to the
possible occurrence of histones in bacteria,
could be reconciled to some extent if only a
small proportion of the DNA in the cell were
bound to basic protein. If this were so, then
the yield of DNA-histone obtained by Palmade
(1961) would be low. However, if histones are
absent in bacteria, then the DNA-basic protein
complex of Palmade might be an artefact due to
combination, during the extraction procedure, of
free DNA with basic proteins of some other origin
in the cell, possibly ribosomal. Indeed the
presence of basic proteins in IS. coli ribosomes
is indicated by the result of Waller and Harris
(1961). The acid soluble proteins of the
—lAj.—
ri"bosomes were separated into two fractions by
chromatography on carboxymethyl-cellulose, and
their "behaviour on subjection to starch gel
electrophoresis was studied. The "more "basic"
fraction obtained was not further characterised,
and neither the amino acid composition nor the
isoelectric point was determined. Zubay and
Wilkins, (i960) also concluded that histone-like
proteins are probably present in S. coli ribo-
somes after X-ray diffraction studies of their
structure.
Although nearly a century has passed since
the discovery of histones, and it has been
established that they are quantitatively a very
important component of the cell nucleus in higher
organisms, accounting for some 20 to 25$> of the
dry weight (Cruft, |t al. 1957 a), little has yet
been learnt about their biological role.
It has been considered that the histones
might serve a purely structural function in the
cell nucleus, where it was visualised that they
link the DNA molecules into a chromosome (Butler,
1956). This seems unlikely, as the morphology
of the chromosomes is not destroyed by the Peulgen
-15-
staining technique, which removes the histone and
possibly much of the DNA from the specimen (stea¬
man and Stedman, 19hb a)* That nucleic acid
itself is not required to preserve the structure
of the chromosomes follows from the fact that
chromosomes can still be stained after treatment
with nuclease preparations (Mazia, 19hl)« Also,
Mirsky (I9h7) has shown that the removal of most
of the DNA and histone from chromosomes by extrac¬
tion with molar salt leaves residual chromosomes,
consisting mainly of a tryptophan containing pro¬
tein. This non-basic protein, which has been
given the name chromosomln by the Stedmans, would
therefore appear to the main structural component
of the chromosomes.
The hypothesis that histones have a passive
role in neutralising the acid groups of DNA, and
so prevent the DNA from associating with other
.
proteins or metal ions, is in agreement with the
reported equivalence between the basic groups of
histone and the phosphate groups of DNA in native
DNA-histone (Vendrely, Knobloch-Mazen and Vendrely
I960), However, such a theory appears to be
rather naive as it fails to take into account the
apparent diversity of histones, demonstrated by the
zone electrophoresis of histone fractions in
starch gel (Neelin and Neelin, I960; Muecke,1962),
or their relatively high turnover rate (reviewed
by Phillips, 1962).
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The first evidence foi? the occurrence of
cell specificity in nuclear "basic proteins was
the demonstration "by Stedman and Stedman (19U4 h)
that histone is present in the liver of the
salmon, whereas the spermatozoa of this fish
contain protamine. Later it was shown, "by small
differences in amino acid composition, that, in
some species, specificity of histones can also
occur "between different somatic cell types.
This led the Stedmans to poSEulate that one of the
physiological functions of histones might be the
control of cell differentiation, by acting as
"gene suppressors", (Stedman and Stedman, 1950).
In such a system it is visualised that the
histones exert their effect by ccaabinlng
specifically with areas of the DNA structure not
required for the production of a given type of
cell, and so allowing only the uncombined DHA to
determine the character of the cell.
This theory of the Stedmans is attractive as
it would account for the diverse nature of the
histones. Moreover, Bonner, Huang, and Gllden
(1963) have recently obtained some direct evidence
in its favour, by studying the chromatin dependent
synthesis of a cell specific pea seedling protein
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Leslie (1961) has demonstrated rihonuclease
(RICA ase) activity in histones and rihosomal "basic
proteins. He suggested that these proteins may-
exert control in cell differentiation processes
"by eliminating certain RNA templates, while
stabilising others "by combining with them to
form RNA-protein complexes. The enzymic activity
of his preparations was apparently rather low,
and subsequent results indicate that only a small
portion of the basic protein possess the RHAase
activity (Martin, Kngland, Turkington and Leslie,
1963).
If the sole function of histones is the
control of cell differentiation in multicellular
organisms, by either of the two postulated
schemes, then their absence in bacteria and
protozoa might be expected. However, if they
have an even more fundamental role related to the
function of the genetic material in all living
cells, then their presence in unicellular
organisms would be expected.
•IS'
It has also "been suggested that histones
could "be concerned with mitosis? possibly by
being involved in the separation of the chromatids
(Butler, 1956), In this event they would be
present in all cell types which undergo mitotic
division, but not necessarily in bacteria.
Such considerations regarding the possible
physiological functions of histones, together
with the contradictory reports concerning their
occurrence in bacteria, prompted this investiga¬
tion Into the distribution of basic histone-like
proteins in micro-organisms. In each case the
first dim has been to establish, by direct extrac¬
tion of the whole organisms, the existence of
such proteins, and then to proceed with the study




I. Isolation of Calf Thymus Histone
Calf thymus histone was prepared by the
method of Stedman and Stedman (1951)» with the
later modification of Cruft, Mauritzen and
Stedman (1957) in which the isolation of the
thymus nuclei was carried out in the cold. This
procedure will be described in some detail, as the
methods developed for the isolation of basic pro¬
teins from micro-organisms have been based on it
as far as practical . Calf thymus histone has
also been used throughout this investigation as a
standard for comparison during the characterisatio
of other basic proteins,
i. Isolation of Nuclei
All operations were carried out at 2°C,
either in a cold room or a M.S.E, "Major"
refrigerated centrifuge. The freshly excised
glands were brought to the laboratory mixed with
ice cubes. After washing in k% acetic acid and
removing any fat and connective tissue, the glands
were passed through a coarse mincer followed by an
extrusion mincer. The tissue pulp was then
suspended in 2 volumes of k% acetic acid and
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stirred for 2 hp. During this time much fibrous
material adhering to the stirrer blades was
removed#
The mixture was filtered through four layers
of butter muslin and the filtrate centrifuged for
15 min. at 1000 x g# The supernatant was
discarded and the sedimented nuclei resuspended in
6 volumes of 1% acetic acid# The nuclei were
washed some eight or ten times with 1% acetic acid
by repeating the centrifugation and resuspension
processes# Finally, when a sample was stained
with methylene blue and examined under the micro¬
scope, the nuclei were seen to be free from cyto¬
plasmic contamination#
The nuclei were then defatted and dried by
washing three times each with ethanol and ether -
one of the ethanol washes being carried out over-
ni^it to ensure thorough extraction of lipid
material. This procedure will also denature many
of the non-basic proteins, rendering them insoluble
to the subsequent acid extraction. After the
final wash, the ether was allowed to evaporate
slowly, while the nuclei were occasionally stirred
gently# When no further ether evaporation could
be detected by smell, the air-dried nuclei were
put in a stoppered bottle for storage#
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ii. Extraction of Histone
The dry nuclei were extracted with 0.1N
sulphuric acid (10 ml. per g.) for 1 hr. at room
temperature. The nuclei were then sedimented "by
centrifugation (5000 x g for 15 min.), and the
supernatant mixed with 7 volumes of ethanol to
precipitate the histone sulphate. The nuclei
were re-extracted with the acid until no further
precipitate was obtained with ethanol - usually
on the fourth extraction. The ethanol precipi¬
tates were then pooled and collected by centrifuga
tion (5000 x g for 10 min.).
The choice of organic solvent for the
precipitation of histones from acid extracts is
important as histone sulphate is incompletely
precipitated by acetone, whereas histone chloride
is readily precipitated by acetone but only poorly
by ethanol.
The histone sulphate was finally washed three
times each with ethanol and ether, and air dried.
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Isolation of Basic Proteins from Micro¬
organisms
The basic proteins of micro-organisms were
isolated by acid extraction, followed by purifica
tion involving dialysis and separation on columns
of carboxymethyl-cellulose (CM-cellulose). The
results leading to these purification steps are
summarised and discussed in PP. 57 - 62.
The extraction procedure described below was
developed for whole bacteria, and modifications
introduced for other organisms are given in the
experimental sections. The dialysis and CM-eellu
lose separation, also developed for purifying
material of bacterial origin, were subsequently
used routinely without modification for the puri¬
fication of basic proteins extracted from various
sources.
The organisms to be studied were stored in
the deep freeze until required. After thawing,
the material was suspended in 6 volumes of cold
k% acetic acid and centrifuged for 15 min. at
10,000 x g in an M.S.E. "17»G00" refrigerated
centrifuge. The supernatant was discarded, and
the sedimented material resuspended in 6 volumes of
-23-
1% acetic acid. The organisms were washed at
least twice with 1% acetic acid by repeating the
and
centrifugation/resuspension processes. These
washes remove any remaining culture medium, and
ensure a fairly acid pH. The material was then
defatted with three washes each of ethanol and
■
ether, and air dried.
i. Extraction Procedure (Bacteria)
The dry organisms were weighed out and trans¬
ferred to a porcelain mortar. For each g. of
material, 2 g. fine glass powder and 3 ml. 0.1N
sulphuric acid were added. This mixture was
ground vigorously with a pestle in the cold room
for 5 min. and then left to stand for 3 hr.
During this time the grinding process was repeated
about five times, so ensuring adequate disintegra¬
tion of the organisms. Finally, after adding a
further 3 ml. 0.1N sulphuric acid per g. of
organisms, the extraction was allowed to continue
for a further 3 hr. The glass powder and cell
debris were then removed by centrifugation at
27,000 x g for 30 min. in the M.S.E. "17,000M
refrigerated centrifuge.
This extraction procedure was repeated at
least twice, using another 3 ml. 0.1N sulphuric
acid per g. of organisms on each occasion, and
the supernatants were combined.
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ii. Dialysis
The combined extracts were transferred to
dialysis tubing (Visking Cellulose Tubing, dia¬
meter) and dialysed against large volumes of 0.1N
sulphuric acid in order to remove substances of
low molecular weight. The dialysed solution was
normally added to 8 volumes of ethanol to precipi¬
tate the protein sulphates, which were collected by
centrifugation, and air dried after three washes
each of ethanol and ether*
In the later preparations the precipitation
stage was omitted. The dialysed solution was
prepared for applying to CM-cellulose by continuing
the dialysis against large volumes of distilled
water (6 hr.) and then against the pH 7*0
bicarbonate buffer (described below) for 12 hr.
Any material precipitated was removed by centrifuga¬
tion.
iii. Separation of Basic Proteins on Carboxy-
methyl-cellulose
The weak cation exchanger, CM-cellulose,
which was first described by Peterson and Sober
(1956), is well suited to the purification of
-25-
basic proteins. On applying a solution,
previously adjusted to pH 7» to a column of CM-
cellulose, the non-basic components run through
while the basic components are retained. The
basic material can then be eluted with a small
volume of acid, thus both concentrating and puri¬
fying the material in a single step.
A suspension of CM-cellulose (Whatman Powder
CM 70) in water was poured into a 1.0 cm. diameter
glass column fitted with a tap. The CM-cellulose
was packed to a height of 3 cm. with a glass
plunger, using only light pressure. The column
was then washed successively with O.lf? hydrochloric
acid, water, and bicarbonate buffer pH 7«0.
Bicarbonate buffer was chosen as the anion
is not multi-charged, and it was therefore
considered less likely to cause protein interact¬
ions. Similarly hydrochloric acid was used for
eluting the bound proteins. The bicarbonate
buffer was prepared by adding small pieces of
solid carbon dioxide to a solution of O.Olif
sodium bicarbonate until the pH had fallen to 7«0
(as measured on a pH meter). This buffer was
always kept in tightly stoppered bottles, and the
pH checked regularly.
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The dry material, obtained after the dialysis
was dissolved in bicarbonate buffer at a concentra¬
tion of approximately 50 mg. per ml. The pH was
then adjusted to 7,0 (Johnson's narrow range
indicator paper) by the addition of sodium
hydroxide, and any insoluble material removed by
centrifugation. This pH adjustment produces some
sodium sulphate, and hence for the later prepara¬
tions adjustment by dialysis was preferred.
The pH 7,0 protein solution was then run on
to the CM-cellulose column at approximately 2 ml.
per min. The column was washed with 100 ml. of
the bicarbonate buffer, followed by 100 ml.
distilled water. The basic protein bound to the
<*»
column was eluted with 0.1N hydrochloric acid,
2 ml. fractions of the eluate being collected.
The optical densities of the fractions were read
at 276 mjj.. against water in a Unicam SP 500 spectro
photometer (0.5 cm, light path). Fractions with
optical densities above 0.02 were pooled and then
dialysed against 0.1N sulphuric acid. This
dialysis was necessary to remove the salt which was
simultaneously eluted from the column, and also
served to exchange the acids, so enabling the
protein sulphates to be precipitated. The protein
-27"
was precipitated by adding 8 volumes of ethanol to
the dialysed solution, or, when quantitative
recovery was desired, by dialysis against ethanol.
The protein sulphate was finally washed in ethanol
and ether, and air dried.
iv. Determination of Dry Weights and Yields
Unless otherwise stated, all dry weights of
micro-organisms and their sub-fractions, and
yields of basic proteins, were determined gravi-
metrically by weighing the "air dried" material
after successive waBhes with ethanol and ether.
-28-
III• Method of Starch Gel Electrophoresis
Zone electrophoresis In starch gel supporting
medium was based on the method of Smithies (1955)*
Acid hydrolysed ("Smithies'") starch was prepared
from potato starch (B.D.H.) as described by this
author•
Acetate buffer, 0.028S and pH i*.75 was used
throughout# This was prepared as required by
diluting a 0.1*0! stock solution (containing 27 g.
hydrated sodium acetate and 11.75 ml. glacial
acetic acid per litre), kept sterile by the
addition of a few drops of chloroform.
According to the adaptation of Neelin and
Neelin (i960) for histones, 1*1 urea was incorporated
into the gels, and approximately 16% starch was
used. For each batch of starch, the most
suitable concentration for preparing the gels was
determined by trial experiments.
On account of the small quantities of protein
often obtained during this investigation, a micro-
method of starch gel electrophoresis was developed.
Shallow gels were rolled out 1 mm. thick on glass
plates, thus enabling electrophoresis to be
performed on less than 0.2 mg. of protein.
Figure 2 a.









Two microscope slides (7.5 cm, x 2,5 cm, x lrnra)
were attached by means of "seilotape" to a glass
plate (12 cm, x 9 cm, x 1 mm.) as shown in Fig, 2a,
The overlapping edges of the slides were supported
underneath hy two further pieces of 1 mm. thick
glass, and the upper surface of the glass plate
was smeared very thinly with liquid paraffin.
The gel was prepared "by adding the buffer
(1+0 ml.) to the starch and urea in a 150 ml.
conical flask, and heating the mixture in a boiling
water bath with constant stirring until the temper-
ature had been maintained within the range 95 -
98°C for approximately 2 min. Air bubbles were
removed from the viscous solution by evacuating
the flask at a water pump for 5 to 10 sec, and
swirling vigorously. The hot solution was then
poured without delay on to the glass plate between
the two slides, and covered with a thin sheet of
polythene previously coated lightly with liquid
paraffin. The still liquid starch solution was
then rolled out flat to the thickness of the
slides. This was achieved by running a heavy
roller up and down along the slides, and so forcing
the excess gel out from under the polythene at the
edges of the glass plate. Another glass plate was
then placed over the polythene sheet, and a weight
added to that.
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The pH of any gel prepared in this way was
found to be between 5»5 and 6.0. The pH measure¬
ment was made on a small portion of the gel
cooled separately in a beaker. Half a volume of
distilled water was added and the gel broken up by
stirring with a glass rod. After standing for at
least 1 hr. the pH of this mixture was read on a
pH meter. Values obtained in this way were in
good agreement with those indicated by inserting a
piece of narrow range indicator paper into the gel
After the gel had been allowed to set for at
least 1 hr. the weight, the upper glass plate, and
the polythene sheet were carefully removed. The
gel was trimmed to the width of the glass plate by
removing the excess gel at the edges with a
scalpel.
A small instrument (Pig. 2b) was devised to
aid in making the sample slots. This consisted
of two 1.2 cm. widths of razor blade, separated by
a 1 mm. thick spacer, and clamped together with a
small "bulldog" clip. This instrument was used
to produce two parallel cuts in the gel. The
small intervening piece of gel was then readily
removed with a 1 mm. wide strip of celluloid,
leaving a neat sample slot (1.2 cm. x 1 mm. x 1 mm.
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Nornaily four such slots, 0,8 cm. apart, were
formed in a line across the gel, at a distance of
approximately 2.5 cm. from one of the slides.
The protein samples were prepared for
application in micro test-tubes, made by sealing
one end of 2 cm. lengths of 3 mm. (internal
diameter) glass tubing. The protein (approximately
0.2 mg.) was dissolved in about 10 pi. acetate
buffer. Urea was added to make the solution
approximately 1+1, and then fine starch grains
were mixed in until a thin paste was obtained.
(The fine starch grains had previously been
prepared by fractionating B.D.H. potato starch.
The fraction not settling out from an aqueous
suspension in 5 min. was collected and dried, the
heavier grains being discarded).
The protein samples were introduced into the
slots by means of fine capillary pipettes. Care
was taken to fill the slots until the level of
the sample was just flush with the upper surface
of the gel.
Approximately equal quantities of white
"vaseline", liquid paraffin, and petroleum ether
were mixed together and allowed to stand in hot
water. A warm syringe was then used to spread
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this low melting point grease over the gel# Only
two 1 cm# wide strips of the gel next to the glass
slides were left uncovered, thus allowing electrical
contact with the paper bridges during electro¬
phoresis#
After removing the two glass microscope
slides, the gel was set up for electrophoresis as
shown in Pig. 2 c# Platinum electrodes were used
with reservoirs of 600 ml# capacity, and the buffer
was renewed after each rim. The bridges were
formed by six layers of Whatman No#l filter paper
soaked in the acetate buffer#
Electrophoresis was carried out at a potential
gradient of 1.5 v/cm. for 16 hr# at room tempera¬
ture. These conditions gave a current of 1.5 ma.
Because of the thinness of the gel and the low
potential gradient, there was little increase in
temperature during electrophoresis and cooling was
therefore unnecessary.
At the completion of the run, the gel, still
resting on the glass plate, was submerged in four
washes of warm petroleum ether in order to remove
the "vaseline" coating. It was then transferred
to a saturated solution of Amido Black 10 B (Gurr,
Ltd. London) in methanol:glacial acetic acid:water
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(5sli5 "by volume) for 5 min, During this time
the gel could normally be coaxed free from the
glass plate, thus allowing staining on both sides.
Excess stain was removed by several washes of the
same solvent over a period of some 12 hr.
The gels could be preserved for a period of
several weeks, with little fading of the stained
bands, by immersing in a mixture of the above
solvent and glycerol (1:1 by volume).
Permanent records of gels were obtained by
photographing with a standard photo-copying camera
using ortho-plates (Ilford Nl+O),
-3k-
IV# Method for the Analysis of Arglnine, Lysine,
Glutamic Acid, and Aspartic Acid Residues
in Proteins
1. Hydrolysis of Proteins
Protein samples were dried to constant weight
by keeping in a vacuum desiccator over Pa°5 a
period of several days#
When sufficient protein was available, approx
imately 5 nig# of the samples were weighed out
accurately and transferred to 10 ml# flasks# After
adding 2 ml# of 61? HC1 to each flask, reflux
condensers were attached, and the solutions
rerluxed gently for 2k hr#
HC1 and HaO were removed after hydrolysis by
heating under vacuum in a water bath, and finally
by placing the flasks in a desiccator over Pe08
and NaOH# To ensure complete removal of HC1, the
hydrolysates were rediesolved in approximately 1 m!
of water, and taken down to dryness as before#
The hyorolysates were then dissolved carefully in
exactly 1#0 ml. water, and these solutions were
transferred to stoppered specimen tubes and stored
in the deep freeze#
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When only small quantities of protein were
available for analysis, it was found more convenient
to carry out the hydrolysis in sealed tubes,
7 cm, lengths of I}, mm, (internal diameter) tubing
were sealed at one end. Approximately 1 mg, of
the samples were weighed out and transferred to
these tubes, 0,1+ ml, of 6n HC1 was added to each
tube, which was then sealed and placed upright in
an oven at 105°C for 21+ hr. After hydrolysis the
upper sealed ends of the tubes were cut off, and
the HC1 and HaO removed in the desiccator over
Pa05 and NaOH, The hydrolysates were redissolved
in a small volume of water and the drying procedure
repeated. The dry hydrolysates were finally
dissolved in 0,25 ml, water, and the tubes
stoppered before storing in the deep freeze,
ii. The Separation and Estimation of Amino
Acids Using Low Voltage Paper Electro¬
phoresis,
A method for the determination of ornithine
and citrulline in tissue extracts has been
developed by Bronk and Fisher (1956), The amino
acids were separated by high voltage paper electro-*
phoresis, and the ninhydrin-copper method of Harris
and Warren (1954) was used for their estimation.
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Evered (1959) has demonstrated that various
amino acids can "be readily separated by low
voltage paper electrophoresis. In particular
arginine and lysine are separated at pH 11.5» and
glutamic and aspartic acids at pH i+.O.
As the low voltage technique has the advantage
that it does not require such expensive or
elaborate apparatus, it was decided to estimate
arginine, lysine, glutamic acid and aBpartic acid
in protein hydrolysates by combining the low
voltage separations with the ninhydrin-copper
method.
Two standard amino acid mixtures were used
during the analyses. These were prepared in
distilled water from the solids (Roche Products
Ltd., Welwyn Garden City) which had been dried in
vacuo over P80e.
Solution a contaihed 5 P mole arginine and
5 p mole lysine hydrochloride per ml.
Solution b contained 5 p mole glutamic acid
and 5 P mole aspartic acid per ml.
These standard solutions were stored in the deep
freeze until required.
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Method of Low Voltage Paper Electrophoresis.
A large clean glass plate was used as a
working surface for the preparation of the electro¬
phoresis papers.
A large sheet of Thatman No. 1 filter paper
(chromatography grade) was cut into a strip
54 em. lohg and 23 cm. wide. A light pencil line
was drawn across the centre of the strip, and
seven positions for spotting the amino acid
mixtures were marked and numbered at equal
distances across this line.
Pour samples of protein hydrolysates and
three of a standard amino acid mixture were put
onto each paper. 10 pi. of the hydrolysates,
and 5 to 30 pi. of the standard mixture (contain¬
ing 0.025 to 0.150 p mole of each amino acid) were
run onto the paper from capillary pipettes. Care
was taken to keep the spots as small as possible
by adding small portions of the solutions at a
time, and drying the spots with a hair drier
between additions. During this procedure the
paper was kept clear of the working surface with
suitably placed glass rods.
Figure 3
Low Voltage Paper Electrophoresis Apparatus
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The electrophoresis apparatus was set up as
shown in Pig. 3* Each compartment of the
electrode vessels contained 300 ml. of the
appropriate buffer, and the two compartments of
each vessel were bridged with 23 cm. wide filter
paper wicks. The centre of the electrophoresis
paper was supported by the upper glass rod, and
its extremities were passed over the lower rods
and dipped into the buffer in the outer compart¬
ments of the electrode vessels. Buffer solution
was then run from a pipette over the sloping
s
surface of the electrophoresis paper to within
2 cm. on either side of the line of sample spots
situated at its highest point. If necessary
further small additions of buffer were made just
below the samples to ensure that the buffer
fronts approached the samples from opposite sides
at the same instant. The lid was then placed oil
the apparatus and the current switched on.
In order to separate glutamic and aspartic
acids, 0.05M potassium hydrogen phthalate pH h.O
was used as the buffer solution, and the electron-
phoresis was carried out at a potential gradient





ELECTROPHONE TIC SEPARATION OF GLUTAMIC AND
ASPARTIC ACIDS IN PROTEIN HYDROLYSATES.
BUFFER - OOSM POT. HYD. PHTHALATE pH 40.
4 HOURS AT 8-0 VOLTS/CM.
1-3. GLU. AND ASP. STANDARDS.
4. B. MEGATER IUM BASIC PROTEIN.
5. UNFRACTIONATED CALF THYMUS HISTONE.




ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATION OF ARGININE AND
LYSINE IN PROTEIN HYDROLYSATES.
BUFFER-OOSM SODIUM CARa/BICARB. pH IO-5.
6 HOURS AT 7-5 VOLTs/CM.
1.-3. ARG. AND LYS. STANDARDS.
4. B. MEGATERIUM BASIC PROTEIN.
5. UNFRACTIONATED CALF THYMUS HISTONE.
6. p FRACTION —CALF THYMUS HISTONE.
7. INSULIN.
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of this separation, in which the amino acids
spots were developed "by the ninhydrin-copper
method, is shown in Pig.
It was found that arginine and lysine could
he most effectively separated at pH 10,5, rather
than at pH 11.5 as suggested by Evered (1959).
0.05$ carbonate buffer pH 10,5 was used, and the
electrophoresis was carried out at a potential
gradient of 7.5 v/cm. for 6 hr. The buffer was
prepared by adding 300 ml. of 0.050 NaHC03 to
1000 ml. of 0.050 NaaC0a. The separation
achieved is shown in Pig. 5.
The potential gradients used were the maximum
which could be obtained from the available D.C.
power supply. Although these potentials are
considerably higher than the 5 v/cm. used by
Evered, no excessive heating of the papers was
detected.
Following completion of the electrophoresis,
one end of the paper was attached with clips to a
glass rod in order to facilitate its removal from
the apparatus. The paper was then hung in a
chromatogram drying oven at about 70°C for 30 min




Two solutions are required?
1, Ninhydrin Reagent -
Either 0,5 g. ninhydrin; 95 ml. acetone;
5 ml. RgO (used after electrophoresis
at pH 4.0)
or 0.5 g. ninhydrin; 90 ml. acetone;
5 ml. acetic acid; 5 ml. HaO (used
after electrophoresis at pH 10.5)
2. Cupric Nitrate Reagent -
2 ml. saturated cupric nitrate,
O.ij. ml. 10% v/v nitric acid, made
up to 100 ml. with ethanol
For spraying electrophoresis papers a 50 ml.
capacity surgical throat spray attached to the
compressed air line was used. The dry paper to
be analysed was hung in a fume cupboard, and kept
vertical by heavy clips attached to the lower end.
50 ml. of the ninhydrin reagent was sprayed evenly
over the surface of the paper. After the solvent
had evaporated the fan was stopped, the fume cup-*
board closed in order to protect the paper from
contamination, and the ninhydrin colours allowed
to develop overnight. The paper was also pro¬
tected from direct daylight at this stage.
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After approximately 16 hr* the paper was
sprayed evenly with 50 ml* of the cuprle nitrate
reagent, and allowed to stand for a further 30
min. at room temperature* The cupric nitrate
causes the typical ninhydrin colours to change to
a very stable reddish-pink colour* The hack-
ground colour due to the reagent is a light
greenish-blue *
The coloured spots, corresponding to the part¬
icular amino acids being separated, were then cut
out and placed in dry 10 ml. tapered centrifuge
tubes* Each spot was cut out on approximately
the same area of paper, and two similar areas
containing no ninhydrin reacting material were
cut out as reagent blanks, in order to allow for
the background colour*
5 ml* methanol was measured into each centri¬
fuge tube* The tubes were then stoppered and
kept at room temperature for 2 hr* to allow
extraction of the coloured spots* During this
period the tubes were gently shaken two or three
times, and at the end of the 2 hr* period the
colours had been completely extracted*
ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF NINHYDRIN-COPPER COMPLEXES OF
AMINO ACIDS. EACH SPOT ELUTED FROM ELECTROPHORESIS
PAPER INTO 5 ml. METHANOL. 0. 15 p MOLE OF EACH AMINO
ACID. SOLUTIONS READ AGAINST METHANOL.
Figure 6 a. Glutamic Acid and Aspartic Acid
Figure 6 b. Lysine and Arginine
Wavelength mp .
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The "bulk of the filter paper was then wedged
into the narrow foot of the tubes with a glass
rod, and the remaining suspended paper fibers
were sedimented by centrifuging at 3»000 x g for
2 min. The optical densities of the clear
solutions were then read against methanol in a
Unicam SP500 spectrophotometer.
It was found that the colours obtained at the
two different pH*s were rather different - the
pH 10.5 paper giving a slightly deeper red. The
absorption spectra of the colours obtained with
glutamic and aspartic acids after the pH 4«0
separation are shown in Fig. 6a, and with
arginine and lysine after separation at pH 10.5
in Fig. 6b. After the electrophoresis at pH
4«0, the nlnhydrin-copper complexes of the amino
acids absorb maximally at 504 mp. - in fair agree¬
ment with Bronk and Fisher (1956) who measured the
optical densities at 510 mp. after separation at
pH 3.2. However, after electrophoresis at pH
10.5 the maximum absorption is shifted to 535 nip,*
If the pH 10.5 paper was neutralised before
staining the maximum absorption returned to
504 mp. but the colours became unstable and
faded rapidly.
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Arginine and lysine have therefore "been
estimated by measuring the optical densities of
the ninhydrin-copper complexes at 535 while
the glutamic and aspartic acid optical densities
were read at 504
The absorption spectra of the background
colours ("blanks"), after both separations, show
very low absorption at the wavelengths where the
amino acid complexes absorb# Any slight varia¬
tions in the background colour will therefore
have little effect on the accuracy of the
estimation procedure# Two background colours
have been read during each estimation and the
average "blank" value subtracted from the readings
of the amino acid - ninhydrin-copper colours#
It was found that the colours obtained with
standard amino acid solutions varied in intensity
between different runs, although for each run a
linear calibration curve was obtained# It was
therefore essential to put standards on every
paper, and to plot a calibration graph for every
run#
Calibration curves for the determination of
glutamic and aspartic acids (Pig# 7a) were linear
Figure 7 a.
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over the range 0 to 0,15 p mole per spot.
Quantities of these amino acids determined were
kept within the range 0.025 to 0.150 jx mole.
The calibration curves for the determination
of arginine and lysine (Pig. 7b) were linear over
the range 0.025 to 0.150 p mole per spot. How¬
ever these lines if extrapolated usually failed
to pass through the origin, indicating that below
0.025 n mole the calibration is non linear. It
was therefore essential that the quantity of
arginine or lysine to be estimated was kept above
v..
0.025 \i. mole.
All results for amino acid analyses of
proteins were calculated as g. amino acid residue
in 100 g. protein.
iii. Trial Analyses of Amino Acid Residues
in Proteins
In order to test the procedure for the
analysis of arginine, lysine, glutamic acid and
aspartic acid residues in basic proteins,
unfractionated calf thymus histone and a sample
of calf thymus 0 histone fraction prepared by
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the former were compared with the data of
Crampton, Moore and Stein (1955) converted to g.
amino acid residue per 100 g. protein. The
values obtained for the B histone were compared
to those published by Cruft, Mauritzen and Sted-
man (1958) for this protein. Recrystallized
insulin (Boots Pure Drug Co. Ltd.) was also
analysed, and the results compared to the
theoretical values for pure beef insulin as
determined from its structure. A single sample
of each protein was hydrolysed, and three
estimations of each of the four amino acids were
performed. These results, together with the
data for comparison, are summarised in Table 2.
The results for the unfractionated histone
and the B histone fraction compare favourably
with the published data. The method therefore
appears suitable for determining whether proteins
isolated from micro-organisms are similar to
histones in their content of these four amino
acids. Altnough there is some degree of scatter
in the values of the three analyses, this is not
large enough to invalidate any conclusions about
the histone-like nature of the proteins studied,
particularly as no precise analysis can be
quoted as characteristic of a histone (p. 3 ).
-h£-
The insulin results are in fair agreement
with the theoretical values, although they do
appear to have a tendancy to be low. It was
considered that this might be because the sample
analysed was not 100% pure. Incomplete removal
of water, by the treatment in vacuo over Pa0#
is certainly a possibility.
-1,7-
V. Examination for the Presence of Cystine In
Protein Hydrolysates
In order to determine if proteins contained
cysteine or cystine, low voltage paper electro¬
phoresis, as described above, was cartied out using
Q.05S veronal buffer pH 8.6. At this pH cystine
is separated from amino acid mixtures (Svered,
1959)* The buffer was prepared by dissolving
10.3 g. Na diethylbarbiturate and 1.82+ g« diethyl-
barbituric acid in water, and making up to 1 litre
Electrophoresis papers were run at 10 v/cm. for
U hr. and the amino acid spots detected by the
ninhydrin-copper method already described.
Standard spots v.ere run simultaneously, and the
stained papers were examined visually. It was
found that amounts of cystine down to 0.001 ^ mole
per spot coull be detected.
-i+8-
VI. Ultra-violet Absorption Curves of Proteins
All optical density measurements were taken
on a Unicam SP500 spectrophotometer, using either
0.5 cm. or 1 cm. silica cells.
An approximately 0.10% w/v solution of the
protein was prepared "by weighing out the protein
(dried in vacuo over Pa0#) and dissolving in the
solvent, which was usually 0.1N Ha SO*. Optical
densities were read against the solvent over the
wavelength range 230 to 320 mp.
Occasionally it was more convenient to
determine the ultra-violet absorption curves at
the last stage in the purification of proteins.
In this case the volume of the acid solution was
carefully measured and after the readings had
been taken, the protein was precipitated by
dialysis against 100% ethanol. The protein was
carefully removed from the dialysis sac, washed
with ether, dried in air and finally jln vacuo over
Pa°8 t and then weighed.
---a.-violet Absorption Curves






The ultra-violet absorption curves of
proteins have been sttidjed in order to determine
if many tryptophan residues are present, and
where possible to make an estimate of the tyrosine
content.
Proteins of the histone type, which contain
tyrosine but no tryptophan, exhibit absorption
curves which are very similar to that of free
tyrosine, and show a maximum absorption at 276 mp.
(Pig. 8). The main deviation from the tyrosine
curve is a greater apparent absorption which
increases progressively as the wavelength shortens
Cruft, Mauritzen and Stedman (1957) consider that
this effect is due to light scattering (Tyndall
phenomenon) which becomes greater at shorter wave¬
lengths •
The extinction of a tryptophan solution is
more than three times that of a tyrosine solution
of the same w/v concentration (Cruft, 1953).
Hence proteins which contain even a small propor¬
tion of tryptophan exhibit a much stronger absorp¬
tion peak, which does not have the characteristic
shape of the tyrosine curve, and in which the maxi¬
mum is often slightly shifted from 276 mp,.
I
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This is demonstrated in Pig. 8 where the absorption
spectrum of pepsinogen, containing 2.8% w/w
tryptophan residues and 6.8% w/w tyrosine residues
(Arnon and Perlmann, 1963), is compared to those
of calf thymus histone and tyrosine.
Provided the u.v. absorption curve of a
protein is similar to that of tyrosine and gives
no indication of the presence of tryptophan, then
it can be used to estimate a minimum tyrosine
content for the protein as described by Cruft (1953).
&
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A straight line is drawn as a tangent to the two
low proportions of the curve, A and B. Then the
vertical line CD is dropped from the maximum at
276 m^. on to this line. The distance X (CD) is
read from the optical density scale and used to
represent the amount of the absorption due to
tyrosine.
Cruft (1953) showed that the value of X for
the absorption curve of a 0.030% w/v solution of
tyrosine in O.llf HaSO* was 1.07 optical density
scale (0.5 cm. light path). Using this figure,
the value of X obtained for a protein solution
is converted to a figure for the % w/v tyrosine in
the solution, and by knowing the protein concent
tration as a % w/v, the tyrosine figure can then
be expressed as a weight percentage of the protein.
-52-
VII • Estimation of Nucleic Acids in Microbiological
Materials
DNA and RNA present in microbiological
materials have been estimated by analysing
perchloric acid extracts. These were prepared
by extracting the weighed material (previously
defatted and dried) three times with 0.5I
perchloric acid at 70®C for 15 min. The
insoluble material was removed after each extrac¬
tion by centrifugation, and the combined super-
natants were made up to a suitable volume with
more perchloric acid for analysis. The
conditions for extraction were chosen because
Burton (1956) has shown that 96$ of the DNA is
extracted from Escherichia coli by two such
extractions, and because destruction of DNA is
minimal when perchloric acid at 70°C is the
extractant (Hutchison and Munro, 1961). RNA is
readily extracted from biological material by hot
perchloric acid, and the ribose is not subject to
any degradation (Hutchison and Munro, 1961).
DNA was determined in the extracts by the
diphenylamine reaction, and RNA by the orcinol
reaction of Dische and Schwartz, both as
described by Dische (1955).
Figure 9 a.


















The diphenylamine reagent was prepared by
dissolving 1 g. of diphenylamine (twice recryst-
allized from 70% ethanol) in 100 ml* "analar"
glacial acetic acid, and then adding 2.75 nil.
"analar" sulphuric acid.
A standard DNA solution containing 500 jxg./
ml. was prepared using herring sperm DNA (L.Lights
and Co., Ltd., Colribrook). The DNA was weighed
out after drying in vacuo over Pa08, and dissolved
in 0.5l perchloric acid.
1.5 ml. aliquots of the perchloric acid
extracts, containing 50 to 750 pg. DNA, were
measured into test tubes, and 3 ml. of the
reagent added. After shaking, the tubes were
heated in a boiling water bath for 10 min. The
solutions were then cooled in tap water, and the
optical densities of the blue colours read at
595 mp. against water in a Unicam SF500 spectro¬
photometer. At least two reagent blanks and a
series of standards were run simultaneously.
Calibration curves for the estimation (Pig. 9a)




The orcinol reagent was prepared by
dissolving 100mg. FeCl3.6HaO in 100 ml. HC1
(S.G. 1.18) and adding 3*5 ml. of a 6% solution
of orcinol (B.D.H.) in ethanol.
A standard solution of 100 pg. RNA/ml. in
0.5$ perchloric acid was prepared from yeast RNA
(C.P. Boehringer und Soehne, Gmbh., Mannheim)
dried in vacuo over Pa0# •
1.5 ml. aliquots of the perchloric acid
extracts containing 10 - 150 pg. RNA were measured
into test tubes, and 3 ml. of the reagent added.
The reaction mixtures were heating in a boiling
water bath for 3 min. and then cooled in tap
water. The optical densities of the green
solutions were then read at 665 mp. against
water in the spectrophotometer. Reagent blanks
and standards were estimated simultaneously.
Calibration curves were linear over the range
0 to 150 pg. RNA (Pig. 9b).
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Both the diphenylamine reaction for DNA and
the orcinol reaction for RNA are susceptible to
the presence of interfering substances in the
perchloric acid extracts (Hutchison and Munro,
1961). Interference occurs particularly with
the orcinol reaction which tends to give high
values in the presence of various sugars and DNA,
DNA gives approximately 12% of the colour obtained
by the same weight of RNA, and this must therefore
be taken into consideration when RNA is estimated
in the presence of relatively large amounts of
DNA,
In this work the estimations of DNA and RNA
on whole organisms were expected to be less
accurate than those carried out on subcellular
components where less interfering substances
(particularly of cell wall origin) would be
present, however, in no case have any firm
conclusions been drawn by assuming the values
obtained to be highly accurate. Rather the
values have been used as an Indication of the
amount of the nucleic acids present in a parti¬
cular preparation, for comparison to the amount




The failure of various workers to isolate
histone from bacterial DNA-protein preparations
(see pp. 8 - 10) indicates that histone-like
proteins may "be completely absent from bacteria.
The initial experiments were therefore performed
to determine if any basic protein could be
extracted from whole bacteria. As this was
successful, further experiments were designed to
characterise the proteins more fully, and to
investigate their situation within the bacterial
cell.
The basic proteins of Staphylococcus aureus.
Micrococcus lysodeikticps, Bacillus me gats,Ejus,
and Escherichia coll have been studied. All
bacteria were cultured in the Department of
Bacteriology, University of Edinburgh, and were
gifted by Dr. J.P. Wilkinson, Dr. I.W. Sutherland
and Dr. A.L.S, Munro.
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II. B^c, Proteins Isolnted_frpm Whole Bacteria
1. P^limlnary^vestlEaMon and Develop¬
ment of Method for Purifying .Basic.
Proteus (Staphylococci, aureus) >
The first preliminary attempts to extract
and purify "basic protein from bacteria were
performed on Staphylococcus aureus. These
experiments led to the general method, as described
on pp. 22-27 for the isolation of "basic proteins
from micro-organisms.
The work described in this section was the
subject of a letter published in "Nature", (Cruft
and Leaver, 1961). This paper is reprinted in
the Appendix.
(a) Extraction In order to keep the con¬
ditions of extraction as close as possible to
those used for the extraction of histone from
thymus nuclei, the bacteria were washed once with
acetic acid, three times with 1% acetic acid
and defatted and dried with ethanol and ether
washes (three of each). The acetic acid washes,
while ensuring a fairly acid pH, will also remove
any remaining culture medium. The ethanol and
ether treatment will denature many non-basic pro¬




1, Unfractionated calf thymus histone
2. Material extracted from S« aureus by 0. 1FT H2S04
and precipitated by ethanol
3, Material from S. aureus after dialysis
4. Dialysate
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firect acifl extraction of the intact "bacteria
•was found to "be inefficient, presumably because
bacterial cells possess a very strong and
relatively impermeable cell wall. The bacterial
cells were therefore disrupted by grinding with
glass powder in the presence of 0.1N sulphuric
acid, as described on p.*23.
After the extraction, the cell ciebris and
glass powder were sedimented by centrifugation
and the clear supernatant poured into eight vol¬
umes of ethanol. The precipitated material was
collected by centrifugation and dried in the usual
manner with ethanol and ether washes.
When a portion of this material was subjected
to starch gel electrophoresis (pp. 28-33)
the presence of protein migrating towards the
cathode was detected (Fig, 10, sample 2).
However, the intensity of staining was rather
faint compulsed to that obtained with calf thymus
histone, even although more of the bacterial mat¬
erial had been applied to the gel. It was con¬
sidered that this indicated the presence of non¬
protein substances, possibly carbohydrate, which
would be expected in an acid extract of whole
bacteria.
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(b) Effect of Dialysis The material was
redissolved In Q.1N sulphuric acid and dialysed
overnight against an equal volume of the acid.
The solution outside the dialysis sac was poured
into eight volumes of ethanol and a precipitate
(the "dialysate" fraction) was obtained. The
dialysis was continued for a further 2h hr.
against large volumes of the acid. The "dialysed
material" was then recovered from the dialysis
sac by precipitation with ethanol, and dried in
the usual way.
Samples of both the dialysed material and
the dialysate were examined by starch gel electro¬
phoresis, (Pig. 10, (3) and (h))« The dialysed
material now gave more intensely staining bands,
indicating that considerable purification of the
protein had been achieved. The absence of pro¬
tein in the dialysate fraction was concluded from
the lack of any staining with Amido Black 10B.
Kixperiments investigating the nature of the mat¬
erial removed by dialysis are described in
section ii below.
Figure 11
Starch gel electrophoresis showing the
purification of S. aureus basic protein
obtained using CM-cellulose
4-
1, 2. Material extracted from S, aureus after dialysis
and before application to ^>M~ceuulose
3, 4. Non-basic fraction, not bound to CM-cellulose at
pH 7.
5, 6. Basic fraction, bound to CM-cellulose at pH 7,
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(o) Purification on Cll-cellulose It
was noticed during the electrophoresis of the
dialysed material, that the rate of migration of
the components with low mobilities was very-
dependent on careful pH adjustment of the sample
"before application to the gel, Vt/hen the pH of
the sample and gel were adjusted to above 6.5,
the migration of these components was reversed,
indicating that they are not basic in nature.
Further purification of the basic proteins was
therefore required.
Separation of the basic proteins with iso¬
electric points above pH 7, was attempted using a
column of CM-cellulose. The procedure followed
is described on pp. 21+-27 Both the non-basie
fraction passing directly through the column and
the basic fraction subsequently eluted with O.IK
hydrochloric acid, were recovered by ethanol pre¬
cipitation.
Starch gel electrophoresis of these two
fractions (Pig. ll) indicated the complete separa¬
tion of the non-basic slow mobility components,
from the faster components with iso-electric
points above pH 7«
Using the two purification steps, dialysis
and separation on CM-cellulose, after extracting
16 g. of dry defatted "bacteria three times with
acid, 19 mg. of "basic protein was obtained (i.e.
0.12fo w/w of the dry defatted bacteria).
(d) Amino Acid Composition and Ultra¬
violet Absorption of the Basic Protein
Isolated from S. aureus
In order to further characterise the purified
basic protein fraction, the amino acids liberated
on acid hydrolysis were studied by descending
paper chromatography, and the ultra-violet absorp¬
tion spectrum was plotted.
Equal quantities of the S. aureus protein
and unfractionated calf thymus histone were
hydrolysed with 6N hydrochloric acid under reflux,
as described on p. 3b After running the chroma-
togram for 16 hr., it was dried and rechromato-
graphed in the same direction, thus ensuring
better separation of the amino acids with low
Rp values.
Figure 12.
Chromatographic separation of amino acids in protein
hydrolysates.
Spots developed with ninhydrin after two successive 16 hr.
runs in one direction.
Chromatography paper: Whatman No. 1 (46 x 57 cm)
Solvent system: n-butanol:acetic acid:water = 63:27:10
by volume
Ninhydrin spray: 0. 5 g. ninhydrin in 120 ml. n-butanol
and 80 ml. acetone
Hydrolysates OTH = Ox thymus hi stone
SH = Basic protein fraction of S. aureus
Standard A = Lysine, histidine, aspartic acid
mixtures and glutamic acid
B = Lysine, arginine, serine, glycine
and glutamic acid
C = Alanine, methionine, phenylalanine,
and leucine
D = Proline, tyrosine, valine, and
isoleucine
Figure 13.
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A photograph of the ninl$drin developed
chromatogram is shown in Pig. 12. There is a
clear similarity "between the patterns of spots
obtained with the two hydrolysates, indicating
that the "bacterial "basic protein has a similar
amino acid composition to calf thymus histone.
Both proteins appear to contain relatively large
amounts of lysine, arginine, alanine, proline and
leucine, with smaller amounts of histidine,
tyrosine, and the acidic amino acids.
The ultra-violet absorption curve of the
S. aureus protein is shown in Fig. 13. This is
very similar to the curve for calf thymus histone
(Fig. 8), and hence indicates the presence of
tyrosine, but not tryptophan, in the bacterial
protein. The curve also shows that the S. aureus
protein is free from contamination with nucleic
acid, which has an absorption maximum at 260 raja.
These results led to the conclusion that the
basic proteins isolated from S. aureus are
apparently quite similar to the hlstones of higher
organisms.
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ii. Isotatfton of Basic Protean fropi Mlppp-
Wagm lygpfle^ktiqup, and Investigate
ParftfjcQtlon
In order to confirm that the extraction and
purification of "basic protein as described for
S. aureus could "be applied to other species of
"bacteria, these procedures I'vere repeated on the
"bacteria Micrococcus lvsodeikticus. The nature
of the material removed during the two purificat¬
ion steps was also investigated*
(a) Isolation of M. lvsodeikticus Basic
Protein The "bacteria were washed with dilute
acetic acid, and defatted and dried with ethanol
and ether* The "basic proteins were then extracted
from the dry bacteria, and purified by dialysis
and separation on CM-cellulose. All these
operations were carried out as described for the
S. aureus bacteria. The material removed by
the first dialysis was recovered by precipitation
with ethanol, and dried with ethanol and ether.
Similarly the nor-basic material not bound to the
CM-cellulose column was recovered from the eluate.
Figure 14.
Starch gel electrophoresis
1. Calf thymus histone
Z. M. lysodeikticus - dialysate
3. M. lysodeikticus - non-basic fraction, not bound to
CM-cellulose at pH 7
4. M. lysodeikticus - basic protein, bound to CM-cellulose
at pH 7
5. S, aureus basic protein
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From 6.5 g. of dry "bacteria, 3.3 mg. of
"basic protein was obtained, representing a yield
of 0,05%» Both the basic protein and the non-
baeic material removed by the CM-cellulose
separation, were examined by starch gel electro¬
phoresis (Fig. 14, samples 3 and 4). As with
I
the material isolated from the S. aureus bacteria
the stained gel showed complete separation of
components with lower electrophoretic mobilities
from the faster moving basic components. The
absence of protein in the material removed by
dialysis was again indicated by its lack of
staining (Fig. 14, sample 2).
!
M Ilatu re pf J^terlal_ Removed During Purl-
fication At first it was considered that con¬
siderable amounts of carbohydrate (possibly con¬
taining amino sugars) might be extracted from the
bacteria by the 0.lH sulphuric acid, and that this
was the material removed by dialysis. In an
attempt to confirm this, quantitative sugar
reactions were carried out on both the material
■
removed by dialysis and the non-basic material
removed by the CM-cellulose separation. The
results obtained led to further investigation of
these substances, and particularly of the material
removed by dialysis.
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Carbohydrate was estimated by the modified
Molisch Reaction as described by Dische (1955)•
The intensities of the purple colours were com¬
paredvisually to the intensities obtained with
standard sucrose solutions. The results are
given in Table 3.
TABLE 5
Carbohydrate contents determined as sucroBe by








by dialysis 8 p.g. 0,8%
Material removed
by OM-eelluiose
separation 200 M-g* 2Qf%>
Purified basic
protein from
i.„ Ivftodeiktlous trace <0.2%
Calf thymus histone trace <0.2%
Rather surprisingly these results indicated the j
. i ■ . ■ ■ .
presence of little carbohydrate (less than 1%) in
the material removed by dialysis. However, a
considerable portion of the non-basic material
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removed during the CM-eellulose separation was
carbohydrate in nature, and the effectiveness of
this procedure in removing the carbohydrate
impurity was indicated by the very low carbohy¬
drate content of the purified basic protein.
Analysis of the basic protein isolated from
S. aureus also showed freedom from carbohydrate.
The low carbohydrate content of the dialysate
material was confirmed by the enthrone reaction
|
(Dische, 1955), which gave a value of 0.2%
carbohydrate (estimated as glucose). Also,
estimation of amino-hexose by reaction with acetyl-
acetone and p-dimethylamlnobenzaldehyde as
described by Rondle and Morgan (1955)» using
glucosamine as standard, showed only the presence
|
of traces of amino-hexose.
The ultra-violet absorption curve of a solu¬
tion of the dialysate material had a maximum
absorption at 256 iip, indicating the presence of
nucleotides. However, it was calculated that,
even if all the absorption at this wavelength was 1
due to nucleotides, these nucleotides would account
for well under 1% of the total material present. \
Further evidence that protein was not present in
the material, already indicated by the lack of
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any staining after starch gel electrophoresis,
was given "by the absence of aixy shoulder on the
absorption curve at 280 mp,,
A sample of the dialysate material was
hydrolysed with 6N hydrochloric acid at 100°C for
2k hr. Paper chromatography of the hydrolysate
failed to show the presence of any amino acids,
thus confirming the absence of protein.
Quantitative analysis of the dialyoate mat¬
erial showed that it contained only l.k8f° carbon
and 1.99^ hydrogen. However, 78.T5& of non-com¬
bustible residue was obtained. These results
indicated that the material was largely inorganic
in nature.
Qualitative tests for phosphate showed the
: - |
presence of a little free orthophosphate. After
hydrolysis of the material with IN sulphuric acid
for 1 min. at 100aC, the phosphate test became
strongly positive. Estimation of the total
phosphorus content by the method of Allen (19U0)
gave a value of h«3$# Thus a considerable por¬
tion of the dialysate material (about 20/o) appears
I
I
to be some form of phosphate - possibly the poly¬
phosphate which has been reported as occurring in






Starch gel electrophoresis of calf thymus
histone and basic proteins isolated from
whole bacterial cells
1. Calf thymus histone
2. S. aureus basic protein
3. M, lysodeikticus basic protein
4. B, megaterium basic protein
5. E.coli basic protein
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■
Phosphorus (l.l$) was also found in the non-
basic material obtained after the CM»eellulose
separation. Thus this second purification step
removes a complex mixture of impurities, including
phosphorus containing compounds, as well as the
non-basic protein and carbohydrate.
ill. Basic Proteins of 3 cillus meaaterlum
and Bsoherioia coll. and Amino Acid
9X .t,he. B., m^^erlufl grotg.ln
I
The basic proteins of B. megataring and
S. coll, were isolated from the whole bacteria by
the routine procedure (pp. 22 - 27) These pro¬
teins were subjected to starch gel electrophoresis,
together with the basic proteins of 8. aureus and
M. lvsodsikticus for comparison. The stained gel
(Pig. 15) shows that all four preparations
contain several protein components with a similar
,
range of mobilities. The fastest moving bands
have mobilities which are slightly greater than
the fastest components of calf thymus histone.
The bacterial preparations show little staining
at or close to the origin, indicating the absence
of high molecular weight aggregated material as
occurs in the calf thymus histone preparation.
In this respect the bacterial proteins resemble
the a histone fraction of calf thymus, rather than
tfrS ulTfPactionatect Mstone.
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The ultra-violet absorption curves of both
the B. mo. aterium and 5, coll preparations are
given in Pig, 16. These shov; the characteristic
histone-type curve, with maximum absorption at
2?6 mp, although the non-specific background
absorption is higher than normally obtained with j
hi stone preparations. These curves are again
taken as indicating the presence of tyrosine, but
not tryptophan, in the bacterial proteins,
A sample of the B, menaterium basic protein
was hydrolysed and the arginina, lysine, glutamic
acid, and aspartic acid in the hydrolysate were
estimated after electrophonetic separation by the
ninhydrin-copper method. The tyrosine content
of the protein (minimum value) was estimated
from the absorption curve. The amounts of these
amino acids in the protein were then calculated
as g. amino acid residue per* 100 g, protein.
These results are given In Table kt together with,
for comparison, the data of Crampton .est &1.(1955)
for unfractionated calf thymus histone, and of
Croft et &X,, (1958) for the P histone fraction.
Figure 17,
Electrophoretic separation of cystine in protein
hydrolysates. Buffer - 0. 05M Veronal pH 8.6
4. 5 hr. at 10. 0 volts/cm.
t »
/N







6 Hydrolysate of B. megaterium basic protein
7 Hydrolysate of calf thymus histone
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It was observed that the analyses of argln-
ine, lysine and glutamic acid in the B. megater-
ium protein closely resembled the data for the
unfractionated histone. Although the ratio
(
arg. jfe lys./glu. + asp. was rather lower than for
the unfractionated histone, because of a greater
content of aspartic acid, it was close to that
for the p histone fraction.
Examination of the B. megaterium basic pro¬
tein hydrolysate for cystine by paper electro¬
phoresis indicated the presence of trace amounts
(Pig. 17)• However, the simultaneous electro¬
phoresis of a hydrolysate of unfractionated calf
thymus histone also showed traces of cystine.
iv. Summary
A suitable method has been developed for the
isolation of basic proteins from whole bacteria.
This method was applied successfully to four
species of bacteria, and should also be applicable
to the preparation of basic proteins from other
types of organism and from sub-cellular fractions*
Starch/
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Starch gel electrophoresis of the "bacterial
"basic protein preparations has demonstrated the
presence of several components, with a range of
mobilities similar to calf thymus histone.
Examination of the ultra-violet absorption
curves, and paper chromatography of a hydrolysate
of the S. aureus basic protein, indicated that,
on the basis of amino acid composition, the
bacterial proteins are very similar to the
hlstones of higher organisms. This similarity
was confirmed by the quantitative analysis of
arglnine, lysine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid,
and tyrosine residues in the basic protein
isolated from B. megaterium.
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III* The Intracellular Pistrlbution of Basio
Proteins in Bacteria
i. Introduction
Having established the presence of basic pro-f
teins in whole bacterial cells, a series of
experiments were performed to investigate the
location of these proteins within the cell. In |
particular it was considered that these proteins
might be associated with either PITA or RITA.
Attempts were therefore made to extract basic
proteins from both bacterial ribosomes and DNA-
protein preparations.
Quantitative Estimation of PITA. RITA, and Total
Basic Protein in Whole Bacteria
PNA and RNA in the whole bacteria were
determined as described on pp. 52-55. These
estimations on the whole organisms would be
susceptible to inaccuracy due to the presence of
Interfering substances in the perchloric acid
extracts, and therefore have only been taken as
giving an indication of the order of amount of the
nucleic acids present.
I
The total "basic protein present in the whole
organisms was estimated "by repeating the acid
extraction of the "bacteria until no further "basic
protein was obtained. This required some six or
seven extractions in all. The protein from all
the extractions was then combined and weighed.
The accuracy of these determinations would depend
on the recovery of "basic protein during the puri¬
fication procedures; however, there has "been no
evidence of substantial losses at any stage.
Preparation of DHA-protein from Bacteria
The preparation of DHA-proteln from bacteria
was based on the method for the isolation of calf
thymus nucleohistone using solutions of high
ionic strength, as described by Jordan (i960).
This method was adopted because of the failure of
several workers to show the presence of histone
in DNA-proteins isolated from bacteria by extrac-
tion with low ionic strength solutions (see p.9-io)i
On the other hand, Palmade et al. (1958) claimed
to have isolated typical nucleohistone by a high
ionic strength extraction procedure,(pp. 11-12) .
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In order to minimise enzymic degradation of
the DNA-proteln, all operations were carried out
as rapidly as possible and at 0°C. This tempera¬
ture was maintained "by using refrigerated centri¬
fuges, and "by keeping all apparatus in crushed
ice in the cold room. The use of citrate during
the preparation is also claimed to suppress
enzymic action (Jordan, I960).
The harvested bacteria were washed twice in
a centrifuge with approximately four volumes of
an ice-cold solution containing 0.1M sodium
chloride, 0.05M trisodlum citrate, and previously
adjusted to pH 7»0. After disintegration, by
grinding with twice their packed weight of fine
glass powder in a mortar for 30 min., the bacteria
were extracted briefly by suspension in three vol¬
umes of the sodium chloride-citrate solution.
After centrifuging at 25,000 x g. for 15 min, the
DNA-protein was extracted from the sedimented
material with 1.0M sodium chloride (two volumes
per volume of the sedimented material). This
extraction was carried out in the mortar for 21+
hr., occasionally stirring with the pestle. The
insoluble material and glass powder were removed
by centrifuging twice at 25,000 x g. for 1 hr.
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"'he DNA-proteln was then precipitated by reducing!
the sodium chloride concentration of the super¬
natant to 0.15M. This was achieved by dialysing
the solution overnight against a suitable volume
of dilute sodium chloride. This method was used
by Palmade (1961) as it ensures a higher yield
than precipitation by simple dilution. The
precipitated material was collected by centrifuga-
tion (25»000 x g. for 30 min.) and then purified
by redlssotving in a small volume of l.ol sodium
chloride and reprecipltating by dialysis. The
final product, again collected by centrifugation,
was dried by washing with ethanol and ether.
Basic protein was extracted from the DNA-
proteln with 0.1H sulphuric acid, and after pre¬
cipitation with ethanol, was dried with ethanol
and ether in the usual manner.
Isolation of Bacterial Rlbosomes
The preparation of bacterial ribosomes was
based on the method used by Tissieres and Y/atson
(1958) for the isolation of 100s ribosomes from
E. coll. Pine glass powder was used instead of
alumina to disrupt the bacteria, and the treat¬
ment with deoxyribonuclease was omitted.
The solution used for extracting the bacterte
was 0.01M magnesium acetate in 0.G01M trie buffer,
pH T.l+» This solution was diluted to half con¬
centration for further resuspensions of the ribo-
somes.
The harvested bacteria were washed twice in
a refrigerated centrifuge with five volumes of
the buffered magnesium acetate solution. The
bacteria were then transfered to a mortar and
three times their packed weight of fine glass
powder was added. This mixture was ground
vigorously for 30 min, in the cold room, and the
disintegrated cells were then extracted by sus¬
pending in five volumes of the buffer solution.
In order to remove the glass powder and cell
debris, the extract was centrifuged twice at
12,000 x g for 15 min. The supernatant was then
centrifuged at 105, 000 x g for 180 min. in a
"Spinco" Model L centrifuge (rotor No.30). The
sedimented ribosomes were resuspended in buffered
magnesium acetate solution of half concentration.
j
After a preliminary centrifugation at 12,000 x g
for 15 min., the ribosomes were resedimented by
centrifuging at 114-5,000 x g for 120 min. (rotor
No. UO). The ribosomes were finally defatted and
dried by washing with ethanol and ether.
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Basic proteins were extracted from the ribo-
somes with 0.1N sulphuric acid, and purified "by-
dialysis and separation on CM-cellulose, This
purification was performed exactly as described
for the isolation of basic proteins from the
whole bacteria,
ii. The Basic Proteins of B, megaterlnm
Analysis of the whole B, megaterlum bacteria
the following values, given as percentages of the
dry defatted bacteria
0.3^2 basic protein; 3.7$ DBA; and 13.0$
RNA,
Although these figures can only be taken as
approximate, they immediately indicate that the
bulk of the DNA in the bacterial cell does not
exist as a nucleohistone complex of the type
found in the nuclei of higher organisms, where
there are approximately equal quantities of DNA
and histone (Phillips, 1962),
The attempt to isolate DHA-protein from
B, megaterium gave a very low yield. The mat¬
erial obtained only represented 0.1$ of the dry
mass of the bacteria extracted. Analysis of this
material showed that it contained approximately
Figure 18
Starch gel electrophoresis
1, Calf thymus histone
! 2. B. megaterium - basic protein isolated from whole
bacteria
B. megaterium - basic protein isolated from ribosomes
4. B, megaterium - basic protein isolated from DNA-
protein preparation
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9% DMA, 2% RNA and 1Q5& of the non-purified basic
protein isolated by acid extraction. Thus this
DMA-protein preparation is rather unsatisfactory
"both on account of its composition and the low
yield. Indeed the DMA in the preparation
represents only a 0,2% recovery of the total DNA
of the bacteria extracted. Only a very small
amount of basic protein ( K. 1 mg.) was obtained
and its further purification on CM-eellulose was
therefore not attempted. However there was
sufficient material to carry out one electro¬
phoresis run in starch gel (Pig. 18, sample h).
This gave a complex pattern of protein bands
which was quite different from that obtained with
the basic protein extracted from the whole
bacteria (Pig. 18, sample 2), It was considered
that the slower components might be non-basic in
nature, and would have been removed if a CM-
cellulose separation had been employed. The
numerous faster components could be quantitatively
minor components of the total basic protein of
the organism, thus explaining the failure to
detect all these bands in the material extracted
from the whole bacteria.
The preparation of rlbosome8 from B. megat-
erium presented no difficulty. The yield of
rlbosomes represented almost l$> of the initial
bacterial dry mass, and analysis showed them to j
contain 2.0^5 CM-cellulose purified basic protein
and RNA. No DNA was detected in the ribo-
somes by the diphenylamlne reaction.
The basic protein obtained from a single
rlbosomal preparation represented 0,077% of the
bacterial dry mass from which these ribosomes had
been prepared. As the bacteria contain 0,32/5
basic protein, this indicates that at least 2l$2
of the basic protein in these bacteria is rlbo¬
somal, Since the ribosomes obtained in a single
preparation must only be a portion of the total,
because of incomplete disintegration and extrac¬
tion of the bacteria, it was concluded that a
much higher percentage of the total bacterial
basic protein must be ribosomal.
Starch gel electrophoresis of the ribosomal
basic protein showed the presence of similar pro¬
tein components in both this material and in the
basic protein isolated from the whole organisms
(Pig, 18, samples 2 and 3), This was taken as
further evidence for the conclusion that the bulk
of the basic protein in B, megaterium is ribosomal
in origin.
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The Basic Proteins of 3, coli
Because the BNA-protein preparation from
B. megaterlum was rather unsatisfactory, the
experiments examining the intracellular distrihu-j
tion of bacterial basic proteins were repeated on
a second species. B. coli was chosen as it was
from this species that Palmade et a^. (1958) had
claimed to have Isolated a typical nucleohistone
complex.
The whole 3. coli bacteria were found to con
tain approximately 0,96% total basic protein,
7*1% BNA and 12.5% RNA. These results indicate,
as did those on whole B. megaterium. that a large
proportion of the bacterial BHA can not be in the
form of a typical nucleohistone complex.
The BPA-portein preparation obtained from
the 3. coli represented 0.21% of the dry mass of
the bacteria extracted. Analysis of this mat¬
erial showed that it contained approximately
22.1$ BNA, 1.6% RNA and 8.7% of the acid-extracted
basic protein (not purified further). Therefore,
on the basis of both yield and composition, this
BlTA-protein preparation is only a slight improve¬
ment on that extracted from the B. megaterlum.
In this case the recovery of DNA in the BNA-pro-




E, coli - basic protein isolated from whole
bacteria
E, coli - Basic protein isolated from
ribosomes
E. coli - Basic protein isolated from DNA-
protein preparation
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A portion of the hasic protein extracted
from the DHA-protein preparation was subjected to
starch gel electrophoresis (Pig, 19)(sample i+).
This gave one fairly intensely stained protein
I
"band, several fainter "bands, and intense staining
at the origin. The intense band had the same
mobility as the main component of the basic pro¬
tein Isolated from the whole bacteria (Pig. 19»
sample 2), thus indicating that these two compon¬
ents have the same identity.
A little of the basic protein was purified
on a very small column of CM-cellulose ( 1 cm. of
CM-eellulose in a h mm. diameter glass tube) and '
the purified material was also examined by starch,
gel electrophoresis. The stained gel was too
• .
faint to photograph because of the small amount
of protein applied. However, it was seen that
the pattern of bands was similar to that obtained
with the unpurlfied protein, except that there
was no longer any staining at or close to the
origin. The non-migrating protein in the
unpurified preparation is therefore apparently
not basic.
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The rlbosomes obtained from E, Coll in a
single preparation represented 3*0% of the
initial "bacterial dry mass. These ribosomes
were found to contain 2.1$, CM-cellulose purified
"basic protein, 38*2% RNA, and 2.1% DHA. Thus,
unlihe the B. megsterium ribosomes, the E. coli
rihosomes are contaminated with some DNA. This
could presumably "be avoided if deoxyribonuelease
was utilised during the preparation, as suggested
by Tissieres and Watson.
The purified basic protein obtained from the
ribosomal preparation was 0.072% of the dry mass
of the bacteria from which the ribosomes were
prepared. As the bacteria contain 0.96% total
, ' ! I' '
basic protein, this indicates that at least 7*5%
of the total basic protein is ribosomal. However,
as discussed in the case of the B. mefcaterium
experiments, the ribosomal basic protein may
account for a much higher proportion of the total
basic protein than this minimum value.
Starch gel electrophoresis of the ribosomal
protein (Pig. 19, sample 3) gave a rather similar
pattern of stained bands to that obtained with
the total basic protein extracted from the whole
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bacterla (Fig. 19, sample 2). However there was
some difference in the relative intensities of
the hands, with the faster components of the
rihosomal preparation appearing more intense.
This indicates that the rihosomal hasic protein
and the total hasic protein do not contain the
same proportions of the different components
separated by electrophoresis, and therefore it is
•unlikely that all the hasic protein of B. coli is
rihosomal in origin.
iv. The Association of B. coli DBA with
Galf Thvurus Hi stone
The unsatisfactory nature and poor yield of
the bacterial DNA-protein preparations would he
accounted for if the greater part of the "bacterid!.
DNA is free from association with histone-like
protein. Indeed this ?ras indicated hy the
estimations of BNA and total hasic protein on
the whole bacteria. However it was also con¬
sidered that the structure of bacterial DNA might
differ from vertebrate DNA in such a way that the
bacterial DNA-histone, if present, would not have
the same solubility characteristics, and hence a
preparative procedure based on that for vertebrate
DNA-histone would he unsatisfactory.
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At attempt was therefore made to demonstrate
that a complex "between E. coli DNA and calf
thymus histone exhibits similar properties in
salt solutions to mammalian DNA-protein.
During the attempt to isolate E. coll DNA-
protein, the molar salt extract was dialysed to
reduce the salt concentration to 0.15M, and the
precipitated material was collected "by centrifuga-
tion (p. 75 ). As recovery of the total DNA of
|
the bacteria in the DNA-protein preparation was
less than 1$, the clear viscous supernatant
presumably still contained the bulk of the
bacterial DNA. This supernatant was collected,
and sufficient sodium chloride was added to
increase the salt concentration to 1.011.
Unfractionated calf thymus histone (2.5 mg./ml.)
was stirred into the solution until dissolved.
The solution was then dialysed overnight against
a suitable volume of dilute sodium chloride solu¬
tion in order to reduce the salt concentration to
0.15M. A large amount of material was precipit¬
ated, and this was collected by centrifugation
and dried by washing with ethanol and ether.
Analysis of this material showed that it contained
approximately 35$ DNA, 1.7$ NNA, and 25$ of basic
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protein (purified on CM-cellulose). On subjec¬
tion to starch gel electrophoresis the "basic pro¬
tein was found to give the typical calf thymus
histone pattern of stained hands. Hence this
basic protein recovered is apparently the histone
which was added, and the bulk of the material
precipitated at 0.15M salt concentration appears
to be bacterial DNA completed with calf thymus
histone. This complex also exhibits the same
solubility properties in salt solutions as verte¬
brate DNA-histones, as it is insoluble in O.lfjtl
sodium chloride but soluble at a lM concentration.
The DNA in the material precipitated represented
approximately 35% of the total DNA present in the
bacteria Initially extracted, and 25% of the
histone which had been added was recovered from
this material.
This experiment indicates that, if DNA were
,
complexed with a histone-like protein in the
bacterial cell, then a good yield of DNA-protein
would be expected by the isolation procedure that
was attempted. The failure to obtain a good
yield of DNA-protein therefore appears to be
because most of the DNA in bacteria is free f£om
combination with basic protein, and not because
some difference in the composition of the bacterial
DNA is altering the solubility characteristics of
a DNA-basic protein complex.
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v» Summary and Discussion
By studying the total content of OTA and
"basic protein in "bacteria it was shown that only
a small portion of the OTA( < 10$S) could be in the
form of a typical nucleohistone complex. Further
experiments indicated that a large proportion of
the total basic protein which can be extracted
from bacteria must be ribosomal in origin. Both
B, megaterium and 3. coli ribosomes were found to
contain approximately S% of basic protein.
The attempts to isolate OTA-protein from
bacteria gave very low yields, the recovery of
the total bacterial DM always being well below
Ifo, The DNA-protein preparations were also un¬
satisfactory because, even after reprecipitation,
DNA and basic protein together accounted for less
than 30^o of their composition. These results
appear to confirm that a large portion of the DNA
in the bacterial cell must be free from associat¬
ion with basic protein of the histone type.
The possibility still exists that a small
portion of the DNA in bacteria could be eomplexed
with basic protein and that such a DNA-protein is
recovered in the isolation procedure attempted. I
However, it seems just as probable that the basic
-87-
protein In the DNA-protein preparation is from
some other origin in the cell, and becomes
associated with the DM during the extraction
procedure.
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IV. ^U.^Characterlsati^n_pf the, Rl^osoma],,
Basic Protein of Bacteria
±. Introduction
The Basic proteins isolated from whole
"bacteria are apparently very similar to the
histones of higher organisms (p. 71 )• As a
large portion of the total basic protein of both
B« megaterium and 3. coli is ribosomal, it is to
be expected that the basic protein isolated from
the ribosomes of these bacteria will also exhibit
this similarity., In order to confirm this
the ultra-violet absorption curves of these
proteins have been studied, and partial amino
acid analyses were performed. Finally an attempt
was made to determine the iso-electric points of
the ribosomal proteins by studying their migra¬
tion in polyacrylamlde gels, and the data obtained
from these experiments was also used to plot
mobllity-pH curves for the various protein
components.
Figure ZO.
Ultra-violet Absorption Curves of Basic
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ii. Ultra-violet Absorption Curves
The ultra-violet absorption curves of the
basic proteins isolated from the ribosomes of
B. megaterlum and B. coli are plotted in Pig. 20.
These are very similar in form to the calf thymus
histone curve (Pig. 8), and the presence of
tyrosine, but not tryptophan, is therefore
indicated in the proteins. The rather high non¬
specific background absorption at lower wave¬
lengths, which occurred with the basic proteins
isolated from the whole bacteria (Pig. 16) has
been greatly reduced. This may mean that purer
basic protein preparations are obtained from the
ribosomes than from the whole bacteria or that
the light scattering by the protein molecules in
solution is reduced. However, since these
curves do exhibit less of this non-specific
absorption, the estimations from them of the mini
mum tyrosine content of the proteins should be
more accurate, and closer to the true values.
TABLE5
Theanalysisofrginine,lysi eglutamiccid,a p rtlcdtyros nee idues inthe"basicprot insisola dfromrihosomefE.c liandB,mega r um. Alsogiven,forcomparison,thrrespondingdattotal"b icpr teinf


































































iii, Partial Amino Acid Analyses
The ribosomal basic proteins were hydrolysed
in sealed tubes. Arglnine, lysine, glutamic
acid and aspartic acid in the hydrolysates were
then separated by low voltage electrophoresis and
estimated by the ninhydrin-copper method. The
t
amounts of tyrosine (minimum values) in the pro¬
teins were determined from the ultra-violet
absorption curves. The results of these analyses,
expressed as g. amino acid residue in 100 g.
protein, are given in Table 5, together with the
results obtained previously for the total basic
protein of B. megaterlum (p. 69 ), and the
published data for unfractionated calf thymus
hlstone and the {3 histone fraction of calf thymus.
It is seen that the ribosomal basic proteins of
the two bacteria contain very similar amounts of
the amino acids studied. They are also similar
In composition to the total basic protein of
B. megaterlum and, apart from a rather higher
content of aspartic acid, to the unfractionated
calf thymus hlstone. These values for the ribo¬
somal basic proteins of bacteria are therefore
well within any range that could be laid down as
characteristic of the vertebrate histones.
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iv. Polvaerylamide Gel "iQlectroohoresis
Cruft (19614.) considers that the differences
in the separation of histone components achieved
with moving "boundary electrophoresis and starch
gel electrophoresis are not explained solely by
the molecular sieving effects of starch gels.
The slow migration in starch gel of the a histone
fraction, and the rapid decrease in the mobility
and resolution which occur if the pH of starch
gels is increased above 6, indicate the presence
in the starch of anionic groups (presumably
carboxyls) which cause some degree of combination
between the histones and the starch itself. The
.
sharp leading edges of many bands in starch gels,
and the increase in mobility which occurs with
heavy loading, also support this theory.
For this reason the use of starch gels for
the determination of the iso-electrie points of
basic proteins was avoided. Instead the electro¬
phoresis was carried out using polyacrylamide gelB.
These gels contain no dissociable groups and are
apparently superior to starch gels for the elect¬
rophoresis of histones (Cruft, 1961+). Moreover
it was considered that the absence of charged
groups in these gels would ensure that they are
free from undesirable electroendosmosis effects.
10$ polyacrylamide gels were prepared as
described by Cruft (1962). 1+ g. acrylamide
(Kodak, Ltd., London) and 80 mg. UN* methylene-
bisacrylamide (L.Light & Co., England) were
dissolved in 1+0 ml. buffer in a conical flask.
0.1+ ml. of a 10$ (v/v) solution of tetra
methylethylene diamine (L. Light & Co., England)
in ethanol and 0.1+ ml. freshly prepared 10$(w/v)
aqueous ammonium persulphate (B.D.H., England)
were then added with gentle stirring. After
briefly evacuating the flask at a water pump to
remove dissolved air, the solution was poured
into a perspex trough (15 cm. x 5 cm. x 0.3 cm.)
and covered with a perspex lid, care being taken
to exclude all air bubbles. The gels were
allowed to set for at least two hr. before use.
Veronal-acetate-HCl buffers were used over
the pH range 3.0 to 9.0, and for pHs above 9.0
glycine-NaOH buffers were used. These buffer
systems were chosen as Cruft (1953) had found




A 0,2861 stock solution containing 19.k3 g.
hy&rated sodium acetate and 29,14.3 g. sodium
veronal per litre was prepared (i.e. 0.1h3l with
respect to each of the two salts). For the
preparation of the gels this "buffer was diluted
ten times, the particular pH required "being
obtained by the addition of the requisite quantity
of HC1, The same dilution of buffer was used in
the buffer reservoirs of the electrophoresis
apparatus adjacent to the gel. For the outer
reservoirs (electrode compartments) the stock
solution was diluted four times.
Glycine-NaOH buffer:
A 0.2861 stock solution of glycine was
prepared. This was diluted ten times for the
preparation of gels and for filling the buffer
i V * ■ 1 - f.
reservoirs adjacent to the gel, the required pH
obtained by the addition of NaOH. For the
outer reservoirs a four fold dilution was used.
'
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The pH of gals was measured "before electro¬
phoresis by inserting small pieces of narrow range
indicator paper into slitB cut at the edge of the
gele. After electrophoresis the pH was checked
on a portion of the gel (about 5 g.) which was
chopped up into small pieces and extracted for
approximately 1 hr. with half a volume of
distilled water. The pH of this mixture was
then read on a pH meter.
It was usually found that the polymerisation
reaction would cause the pH of gels to vary
slightly from the pH of the "buffer UEed in its
preparation. To ensure that gels were at the
correct pH before the protein samples were
inserted, they were subjected to a preliminary
run at 5v/cm. for 2 hr., thus introducing the
correct pH buffer into the gel by ionophoresis.
This procedure was foimd to be quite adequate for
pH values up to 9.0. However above this the gel
pH was always lower than that of the buffer used
in the preparation, and even the preliminary run
failed to give the correct pH adjustment. There-
fore to obtain gel pHs above 9.0 the gel was
removed from the trough and left to diffuse over¬
night against 2 litres of buffer contained in a
-95-
stoppered cylinder. Unfortunately the pH of
these gels fell again during the electrophoresis
runsj. Using pH 10,5 buffer, the final pH of the
gel after electrophoresis was 10,0, and with
pH 11,5 buffer the final gel pH was 10.6, After
running the gel prepared with the pH 11,5 buffer
the presence of free ammonia could be detected
by smell. This indicates that the pH shifts of
these gels are due to hydrolysis of the amide
groups. Hence above pH 9, where this effect
becomes noticeable, it has to be considered that
the gels are run under conditions of decreasing
pH and that free carboxyl groups are being
liberated which will affect the migration of
basic proteins. Polyacrylamide gel electro¬
phoresis is therefore not ideal for the determina¬
tion of iso-electric points above pH 9«
Protein samples were prepared for electro¬
phoresis by dissolving 0,5 nig, in 0.02 ml. of the
appropriate buffer and adjusting the pH of the
solution (narrow range indicator paper), if
necessary, by the addition of O.lf? HC1 or O.lft
NaOH, The samples were applied to filter paper
strips, which were then inserted into razor cut
-96-
slits in the gel. The gel was covered with a
thin plastic sheet and set up for electrophoresis
in a similar manner to the starch gels (Fig. 2 c).
The electrophoresis was carried out for 3 hr. at
a potential gradient of 3v/cm, along the gel,
Polacrylamide gels were stained with amldo
"black 10B as described for starch gels (pg. 32-33' .
The distances that the leading edges of the
various protein bands had migrated were measured
after exactly 2J+ hr. of destaining. For the
comparison of different runs it was essential to
make these mobility measurements after a constant
destaining period because the gels were found to
swell gradually in the destaining medium.
The gels were finally dried by immersing in
ethanol. This procedure renders the gel sub¬
stance white and opaque, and hence gives a good
background against which to photograph the blue
protein bands. The dry gels can be stored
indefinitely for laboratory records.
Figure 21.
Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis at Different pH's
1. Basic protein isolated from E. coli ribosomes
2. Basic protein isolated from B. megaterium
ribosomes
3. a fraction of calf thymus hi stone
4. Unfractionated calf thymus histone
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Th© eleetrophoretic "behaviour of the two
rlhosomal basic protein preparations was studied
in various gels prepared with buffers ranging
from pH 3.0 to 11.5. For comparison unfraction-
ated calf thymus histone and a-histone fraction
of calf thymus were run simultaneously. These
gels are shown in Fig. 21, except for the pH 3.0
gel which was very similar in appearance to the
pH 5.0 gel. In each case the final pH of the
gel after electrophoresis is given. This is
the same as the initial pH for all gels except
the pH 10.0 and pH 10.6 gels where the Initial
pHs were 10.5 and 11.5 respectively.
From these experiments It was observed that
the various components of the four preparations
exhibit a fairly similar range of mobilities at
the different pHs studied. Up to pH 9 none of
the components of any of the preparations moved
towards the anode, although above pH 7 all the
samples gave an increasing amount of non-migrat¬
ing aggregated material staining at the origin.
The pH 10 gel showed a small portion of both the
rlbosomal preparations moving towards the anode.
However at pH 10.6 all fonr preparations contained
some anionic components, although much more mat¬




















































































































No exact iso-electric point can "be obtained
for the components which "begin to move anionically
above pH 9 because of the decreasing pH of these
gels. However it can be concluded from the
experiments that a large portion of both the
ribosomal preparations has an iso-electric point
above pH 10.6, and little, if any, material has
an iso-electric point below pH 10.0, The very
I basic nature of these proteins has therefore been
confirmed.
The mobilities of the main protein bands
separated by the electrophoresis are plotted -
against pH in Pig. 22. The spots on the pH axis
represent non-migrating components which gave
staining at the sample slots in the gels. The
curves emphasise the similarity in electrophoretic
behaviour between the basic proteins extracted
from bacterial rlbosomes and the vertebrate
histones. Although the curves are rather
difficult to draw at the higher pH values because
of the poorer separation of the protein bands,
they all display approximately the same shape
I
as the mobility-pH curves for calf thymus histone




The experiments on the isolation of "basic
proteins from whole "bacteria showed that "between
0,1% and 1% of the dry "bacterial mass consists of
basic protein. Starch gel electrophoresis,
ultra-violet absorption studies, and partial
amino acid analyses indicated that these bacterial
basic proteins are similar in nature to the verte¬
brate histones.
Further experiments led to the conclusion
that a large proportion of the total basic protein
extracted from whole bacteria originates from the ,
ribosomes. Bacterial ribosomes were found to
contain approximately 2% of basic proteins which
were shown, by partial amino acid analyses and
*
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, to exhibit
very similar properties to the histones. The
presence of histone-like proteins in bacterial
ribosomes, already indicated by the results of
Waller and Harris (l96l) and 2ubay and Wilkins
(i960) (see ppl3-lU), has therefore been
confirmed.
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Kstimatlons of total BNA and basic protein in
the bacterial cell established that most of the
DNA can not be associated with basic protein.
These results are in agreement with the electron
microscope observations of Van Iterson and Robinow
(1961) (see p. 10 )# an(i would explain the
failure of many authors to detect histones in
bacterial DNA-protein preparations (pp. 8 - 10).
The possibility still exists that a small
por tion of bacterial BNA could be in the form of
a BNA~basic protein complex. Indeed the small
amounts of the total UNA and basic protein found
in the "BKA-protein" preparations could originate
from such a complex. However, it is also possible
that the DNA and basic protein, in both these
preparations and those of Palmade (1961) (p. 12),
become associated during the extraction procedure.
The significance of these results is
considered more fully in the General Biscussion.





Having established that little, if any, "basic
protein is associated with BNA in the "bacterial
cell, the results of the investigation into the
"basic proteins of Paramecium, which was carried
out simultaneously with the earlier experiments on
the "bacteria, become more interesting.
Unfortunately the difficulties which exist in
culturing large amounts of protozoa have limited
the scope of this investigation.
The material which has been studied was a
gift from Professor G.H. Beale, P.P.8, This
consisted of the cell debris obtained after the
extraction of the cilia from Paramecium aurelia.
It was considered that the previous treatment
of the paramecin would have little effect on any
basic proteins present in the nuclei. The live
organisms had been harvested from the culture
medium by centrlfugation and had then been
extracted with four volumes of a salt/alcohol
mixture for one hour at 2°C. The salt/alcohol
mixture consisted of equal volumes of 3Qfo (v/v)
ethanol and 0.15® BaC'l buffered with O.Oll
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Na2HP04/NaHgPO^ "buffer pH 7.0, This extraction
procedure removes the cilia from the paramecia
but leaves the organisms intact* However on
farther centrifugation they disintegrate giving
the cell debris fraction used for this investiga¬
tion. The material was stored in the deep freeze
until required.
Examination under the microscope of a portion
of the cell debris material stained with methylene
blue confirmed that it consisted mainly of broken
cells with a small portion of intact parameoia.
The maeronuclei were visible as relatively large
intensely staining particles surrounded by
granular cytoplasm. The cytoplasm appeared to
contain many non-staining refractile particles
which were elongated, variable in size, and
rather crystalline in appearance. Micronuclei
could not be detected with any certainty.
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II • Experimental
i. Isolation off Basiq Pffpteln, from tl>e GeH
Debris of paramecia
The isolation of purified "basic protein from
the cell debris material was based on the general
procedure used for the preparation of basic pro¬
teins from whole bacteria (pi? 22-27) . As with
bacteria, the material was Initially washed with
.
dilute acetic acid, and then defatted and dried
by treatment with ethanol and ether. The washing
with dilute acetic acid resulted in some decrease
in the packed volume of material, thus Indicating
that centrifugation at 10,000 g for 15 min. failed




The dry material was extracted with O.llf
the
sulphuric acid, but without/grinding that was used
for the extraction of whole bacteria. Protein
was precipitated from the extract by the addition
of seven volumes of ethanol and then dried with
further ethanol and ether washes. Starch gel
electrophoresis showed the presence of protein
migrating towards the cathode, but the staining
was rather faint indicating the presence of non¬
protein impurities.
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The basic protein was purified "by dialysis
and separation on a column of GM-cellulose. The
amount of purified material recovered represented
1.5$> of the weight of the dry defatted cell debris
which had been extracted. Starch gel electro¬
phoresis of this material gave very diffuse
staining which indicated protein migrating
cationieally (Pig. 26, sample 2), No discrete
protein bands were visible.
Basic protein is therefore apparently present
in paramecin, and the isolation of nuclei from
the organisms for further study was considered
to be worth attempting.
ii. Ppepapa.fr.ion of Maqronuclef ,„of pararae^p I
An attempt was made to isolate the macro-
nuclei from the cell debris material by dlfferent-
I
ial centrifugation of a homogenate In 1% acetic
acid; the technique used routinely for the pre¬
paration of calf thymus nuclei (pp. 1-2). The
isolation of mieronuclei was not attempted because
of their small slse and the difficulty in their
identification.
The purification of the macronuclei was
followed "by examining under the microscope small
portions of the material stained with methylene
"blue. All operations were carried out at
approximately 2°C.
The cell debris material was first suspended
in about five volumes of 1$ acetic acid and homo¬
genised gently for about 1 mln. in an all glass
homogenlser, the piston being rotated slowly by
hand. This procedure was found to be quite ade¬
quate in removing the cytoplasmic material which
had been adhering to the nuclei.
The homogenate was then centrifuged at 1,000
x g for 10 min. Microscopic examination of the
supernatant showed that it contained much cyto¬
plasmic material but none of the macronuclei.
The sedimented material was resuspended in 1%
acetic acid and recentrifuged at 1,000 x g for 10
mln. This procedure was repeated seven times.
The final pellet after the 1% acetic acid
washes was found to contain both the macronuclei
and many of the elongated refractile particles.
However, no other contaminating cytoplasmic
material was visible under the microscope.
Figure 23.
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The separation of refraetile particles from
the macronuclei in 1% acetic acid suspensions was
attempted "by centrlfugation at various speeds "but
was unsuccessful* The removal of some of the
smaller refractile particles could he achieved by
sedimenting the nuclei at 100 x g for 15 min,,
although this resulted in a few nuclei also "being
lost in the supernatant. After unsuccessfully
trying differential centrifugation in sucrose
solutions, it was eventually discovered that a
further purification could "be obtained "by centri-
fugation in a mixture of 1% acetic acid (l volume)
and glycerol (h volumes) (2,200 x g for 2 hr,).
The complete procedure adopted for a large
preparation of the macronuclei is summarised in
Fig, 23, The final five washes with 1% acetic
acid were introduced in order to remove the
glycerol.
The macronuclei obtained by this procedure
were still contaminated with many of the larger
refractile particles. A photograph of this pre¬
paration, stained with methylene blue and
magnified approximately 500 times, is sho?m in
Fig. 2lu
Figure 24.
Macronuclei preparation from Paramecium aurelia.
Stained with methylene blue; magnification x 500.








Half the material obtained was defatted and
dried "by washing with ethanol and ether prior to
extraction of the basic proteins. The other half
was stored in the deep freeze until an attempt
was made to extract DHA.-protein.
The 1$ acetic acid supernatant, obtained
from the first centrifugation after the homo-
genslation (Pig. 23) was centrifuged in the
"Spinco" Model L Centrifuge at 105,000 x g for
60 min. The pellets, which would consist of
the smaller particulate material of the organisms
were combined and the material was dried with
ethanol, and ether. The nature of this material
was not studied, but it was expected to include
mitochondria, ribosomea and possibly the micro-
nuclei.
iii. Mature of the Retractile Particles Con¬
taminating the Macronuelei
The presence of optically active crystals in
the colourless form of Paramecium bursaria was
reported by Wlchterman (19*4-8). However the green
form of this organism, which contains symbiotic
Zoochlorellae. was found to contain none of these
crystals.
Figure 25.





E.G. - Excretory granules
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Photographs of Paramecium oaudatum published
by Moses (1950) show rod shaped particles occurr¬
ing in the cytoplasm (Pig. 25). These were
referred to as the "larger excretory granules".
They appear very similar to the particles found
in the cell debris material, and presumably
correspond also to the crystals in colourless
P. bursarla.
The refractile particles are therefore
apparently present in various species of Paramec¬
ium. and it is possible that they are similar in
composition to the crystals found in Amoeba
nroteus. These have been shown, by data obtained
from X-ray diffractions and polarised light micro¬
scopy, to consist of a tetragonal form of triuret
(carbonyl diurea) (Carlstrom and Max Miller, 196l)
Various unsuccessful attempts were made to
stain the refractile particles which contaminated
the present preparation of maeronuclel. In part¬
icular no staining was obtained with amido black
10 B, Millon Reagent, or with ninhydrin. This
indicated that the particles contained no protein,
and that it could therefore be assumed that any
basic protein Isolated from the preparation of
macronuclei orginated in the nuclei themselves and
not in the contaminating particles.
Figure 26.
Starch gel electrophoresis of basic proteins
isolated from Paramecium aurelia.
1. Unfractionated calf thymus histone.
2. Basic protein (fully purified) from cell debris
material.
3. Basic protein (not fully purified) from macronuclei,
4. Basic protein (not fully purified) from 105, 000 g.
pellet.
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iv. Extraction Qf. Basjc^roLeJji, fffom t,h$
Macronuclel
100 mg. of the dry preparation of raacronuclel
was extracted for 2 hr. with 8 ml. 0.1$ sulphuric
acid. The extraction was repeated once, and the
. !
two extracts were combined and poured into eight
volumes of ethanol. The precipitated material
'
was eolledted by centrifugation and dried with
■
ethanol and ether. The yield of crude basic pro-
.
tein was 1,7 mg, (i.e. 1.7$ of the material
extracted). On account of the small yield
.
further purification of the basic protein was not
performed.
Examination of the extracted residue under
the microscope showed no apparent change in the
size or shape of the refractile particles, thus
■
indicating that they ?/ere not affected by the
• • " J
extraction procedure*
Starch gel electrophoresis was performed on
the crude basic protein, and protein migrating
diffusely towards the cathode was detected (Pig.26,
sample 3)» There was also heavy staining near the
origin which had not been observed with the CM-
cellulose purified material extracted from the
complete cell debris (Fig, 26, sample 2), The
heavy staining may therefore be due to non-basic
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The ultra-violet absorption spectrum of the
crude basic protein extracted from the macronuclei
'
(0.96 mg./ 1.0 ml. O.lff HaS04; 0.5 cm. light path)
is shown in Fig. 27. This does not show, the
typical features of the histone curve. In part¬
icular the wavelength of the absorption maximum
is lower (270 mp.), and there is greatly increased
absorption at the lower wavelengths. This is
therefore further evidence that the basic protein
is impure.
These results indicate that the maximum
amount of basic protein possible in the prepara¬
tion of macronuclei is 1.7% of the dry weight.
However, because of the impurity of the extracted
basic protein, the true percentage may be rather
lower.
The maximum percentage possible for the
amount of basic protein in the macronuclei them¬
selves can not be stated accurately, as the
relative mass of the contaminating refractile
particles is not known. However it would appear
unlikely that the basic protein in the nuclei




Starch gel electrophoresis of the crude "basic
protein extracted from material sedimented at
105,000 x g in the "Spinco" Model L Centrifuge
is shown In Pig. 26, sample 4. The crude basic
protein represented. 0.35& of the material extracted.
This basic protein presumably originates from
ribosomes and other cytoplasmic particles,
v. Attempt to Isolate DNA-proteln from the
Preparation of Macronuclei
An attempt was made to isolate DNA-histone
from the preparation of macronuclei by extraction
with 1.00 NaCl solution and precipitation at a
HaCl concentration of 0.150 (method as described
by Jordan, i960, for "the preparation of calf
thymus nucleohistono using solutions of high
ionic strength"). No precipitate was obtained,
although an ultra-violet absorption examination
indicated that the extract contained an amount of
nuclei acid equivalent to approximately lQ^i of the
dry mass of the material that had been extracted.
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III. Conclusions and Discussion
It has "been shown that the macronuclel of
Paramecium aurelia contain a small amount of "basic
protein. This represents probably less than 2%
of the dry maBs of the nuclei, and certainly less
than 1*1% of the impure preparation of macronuclei
which waB examined. This preparation was
contaminated with cytoplasmic refractile particles,
Moses (1950) has shown by quantitative
cytological analyses that both the macronuclel of
Paramecium caudatum contain remarkably little DNA.
IMA was found to represent approximately 6%, and
RNA approximately of the total nuclei acid and
protein present in the nuclei. Moses also con-
eluded, in agreement with the above results, that
little, if any, hlstone is present in the nuclei.
If it is assumed that the macronuclei of
P, aurelia also contain approximately 6% DKA, then
only a small portion of the DNA could be in the
form of a typical nucleohlstone complex. Further
evidence for the presence of little nucleohistone
in these macronuclei is given by the failure of
the attempt to Isolate DNA-hlstone from them.
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The possibility that the small amount of
"basic protein found In the maoronuclei Is
combined with DNA still exists. However Borne
or all of this protein could "be associated with
the nuclear RNA, or it could "be completely free
from any association with either of the nuclei
acids.
TBS BASXO PROTSI*B OP HB0RQ8PGRA OBASSA
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I. Introduction
The mould Neurospora crassa(N. crassa) was
considered to he a particularly suitable micro¬
organisms for the present investigation as it can
he readily grown in large quantities in a
relatively simple culture medium. Apart from
various inorganic salts, the only nutritional
requirements of the organism are a simple sugar
(as earbon and energy source) and biotin. More¬
over rl.crassa has been widely used for studies
in the field of biochemical genetics (Fincham and
Bay, 1963). If typical nucleohistones occur in
the cell nuclei of IT. crassa. then this organism
might prove satisfactory for investigations into
the metabolism and function of histones.
Method of culturing- the mvcelia of Neurosnora
crassa
The myeelia of I?. crassa (St. Laurence, stain
A) were grown in the minimal nitrogen medium of
Vogel (1956). A stock solution, of fifty times
the culture concentration, was prepared containing
the Inorganic salts and biotin. This was stored
at 2°C and was kept sterile by the addition of
a fe?; drops of chloroform.
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30 ml. of stock medium and 30 g. of sucrose
were made up to 1.5 1. in a 2 1. conical flask.
The flask was plugged with non-absorbant cotton
wool and sterilised in an autoclave for 15 min.
at 15 lbs./in.2. After cooling the medium was
inoculated with conidia suspended in sterile water
to give a concentration of approximately l x 10s
condidia per ml. of medium. The flask was then
placed in an incubator at 25°C for UO hr. Con¬
stant mixing and aeration were achieved by
bubbling air from the compressed air line through
the medium. The air was cleaned and sterilised
by passing it through a large sterile cotton ?/ool
pad.
The mycelia were harvested by filtering on a
Buohner funnel and were washed with large volumes
of distilled water. If the organisms wore not to
be used immediately the mycelial "mat" was chopped
up with scissors and either stored in the deep
freeze or freeze dried.
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The large quantities of conidia used for
inoculating the medium were produced by growing
N. crassa on agar slants in 500 ml. flat medical
"bottles. 1 ml. of stock medium, 0.5 g. sucrose,
1 g. agar and 50 ml, of water were measured into
the "bottles, which were then plugged with cotton
wool and sterilised (15 min. at 15 lbs./in.2).
The "bottles were placed horizontally to cool,
thus producing an even layer of agar gel over one
of the inside flat surfaces. A small inoculum
of conidia was placed on the agar and the "bottles
were incubated for 3 days at 25° C. After
removal from the incubator the bottles were kept
upright in daylight at room temperature. During
four or five days large quantites of conidia were
formed. These were washed out of the bottles
with sterile water and the suspension was filtered
through sterile cotton wool. The concentration
of conidia in a drop of the suspension was




i. Isolation of Ba.8.ic,^Pr^l^^gmJ-^ol^
Mycelia
2 g. of freeze dried mycelia were broken up
into a coarse powder by grinding in a mortar.
The material was then defatted by extracting it
three times with ethanol. After three further
washes with ether the material was "redried" by
allowing the ether to evaporate.
The defatted mycelia were returned to the
mortar and mixed with an approximately equal
volume of glass powder. This mixture was ground
vigorously in the presence of 0.1$ sulphuric acid
for 20 min. After the grinding, more acid was
added to bring the total used to 50 ml., and the
extraction was continued for a further 20 min.
with occasional stirring. After centrifugation
.f ; I , ; : ! . ; I
the residue was re-extracted for 20 min. with
another 30 ml. of acid. The two supernatants
were combined and poured Into seven volumes of
ethanol. The precipitated material was collected
by centrifugation and dried in the usual manner
with ethanol and ether.
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The basic protein in the material extracted
from the mycelia was purified "by dialysis and
separation on a column of CM-cellulose, using
the methods as described for the isolation of
bacterial basic proteins (pp.2i4.-27). A yield of
8 mg. of the purified basic protein was obtained,
indicating that the mycelia of N. crassa contain
at least 0.1$ basic protein.
Starch gel electrophoresis of this material
confirmed that it consisted of proteins which
migrate towards the cathode at pH 6. The compon¬
ents with the greatest mobilities migrated slightly
further than those of the unfractionated calf
thymus histone run simultaneously. Staining, as
in the case of the basic protein extracted from
paramecia, was rather diffuse.
This experiment shows that the whole mycelia
of N. crassa contain basic protein, and. indicates
therefore that attempts to isolate basic proteins
from sub-cellular components of the cell would not
necessarily prove to be unsuccessful.
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ii. Preparation of Kuclet
Attempts to prepare nuclei from the mycelia
of N. erassa were "based, on the procedure of Rei ch
and Tsuda (1961) which involves the separation of
the cellular components by differential oentrifuga-
tion in mannitcl solutions.
Method afj^ioh^nnd Tsuda JI1961).,
Mycelia ore harvested after growing for 60
hr, s washed with water, squeezed dry and washed
with 0.35$ mannitol. After drying the material
with blotting paper, it is chopped into small
fragments, cooled to U°C, and ground in a mortar
at this temperature with three times Its weight of
sand. When a homogeneotis mass has been obtained
by persistent gentle grinding, three volumes of
the 0.35$ maimitol solution are added and the
paste is stirred until smooth. The mixture is
then filtered through three layers of cheese-cloth
lining a large filter funnel for about 30 mln.
This gives an opaque orange fluid which is almost
completely free from mycelial fragments and sand.
The homogenate is centrlfuged at 500 x g for
5 min. The pellet has an opaque, gelatinous
central portion which is resuspended in its own
supernatant, and an outer white ring, which is
discarded.
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Ths supernatant is then centrifuged at
2#000 x g for 7 min, A larger pellet with. a
similar appearance is obtained. The central
and superficial portions are resuspended in
raannitol, and are combined with the pellet
obtained on oentrifuging the supernatant for a
further 30 min. at 5»0Q0 x g. The resultant
suspension is rich in nuclei, most of which
(about 85%) can be sedimented in relatively pure
fore by centrifugatlon at 3»200 x g for 7 min.
The final pellet obtained by Reich and Tsuda
contained 5k% of the total DWA In the filtered
extract. Unfortunately the content of DMA and
RNA in the dry mass of the pellet was not
determined. The pellet, on staining with crystal'
violet, was said to show small, spherical nuclei
(approximately lfi, in diameter) clustered in grape-
:
like bunches. Sections of the pellet examined
under the electron microscope showed the presence
of some small contaminating particles of sand.
The pellet was also seen to contain small amounts
of granular cytoplasm, and an occasional mito¬
chondrion and hexagonal crystal body.
Figure 28.
Preparation of Nuclei from N, crassa Myceiia by a
Modification of the method of Reich and Tsuda (1961)
J7
Filtered homogenate of N, crassa myceiia
extract decanted after standing
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In an attempt to Isolate nuclei "by the method
of Re?.eh and Tsuda several changes in the proced¬
ure were introduced as a result of observations
made during the experiments. This modified pro- I
cedure is summarised in Pig. 28,
All operations were carried out in the cold
room at approximately 2°C. The homogenisation
procedure was performed as described by Reich and
Tsuda. Coarse Band was used in the grinding as
this gave good disintegration of the mycelia, and
it was considered that fine sand mi^ht be more
liable to disrupt the nuclei.
After filtering the extract through cheese¬
cloth it was found that small sand particles
settled at the foot of the flask. The filtrate
was therefore allowed to stand for at least 1 hr.
and then it was separated from the sand by
decantation.
The pellet obtained after the first centrifu-
gation (500 x g for 5 min.) did not exhibit the
two distinct portions described by Reich and
Tsuda. Microscopic examination showed that it
contained many mycelial fragments and also seme
fine sand. The entire pellet was therefore
discarded.
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The pellet from the second centrifugation
(2,000 x g for 7 min.) consisted of a loosely
packed huff coloured upper layer covering a darkef
lower layer. The "outer, white ring" described
by Reich and Tsuda was again not observed. The
lower layer still contained some mycelial frag¬
ments and sand, and was therefore discarded. The
superficial layers of the pellet were resuspended
in the supernatant which was then centrifuged
at 5,000 x g for 30 min. A small amount of mat¬
erial at the base of the pellet was again rejected.
The remainder of the pellet, which consisted of
firmly packed material covered by a loose super¬
ficial layer, was resuspended In mannitoi. The
supernatant from the 5,000 x g eentrifugation was
poured into seven volumes of ethanol. The
precipitated material ("5»000g. supernatant frac¬
tion") was washed three times with 5Q?S (v/v)
aqueous ethanol in order to remove some mannitoi
which had been precipitated. It was then dried
with ethanol and ether, and was kept for the
analysis of DM and RNA.
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After the final centrlfugatlon at 3»200 x g
for 7 min., the firmly packed and loosely packed
layers were separated in order that they could he
examined individually. The former material has
heen termed the "heavy fraction" and the latter
the "light fraction". Small samples of "both
fractions were suspended in 1% acetic acid and
kept for microscopic examination.
Both fractions were then extracted four times
with 50> (v/v) aqueous ethanol to remove the
mannitol, and were finally defatted and dried
hy the usual procedure of ethanol and ether
washes.
From 30 g. of mannitol washed myeelia
i
( , ;
(weighed after squeezing dry between blotting pape:
11 mg. of the "heavy fraction" and 32 mg. of the
"light fraction" were obtained. The DNA and RHA
in these two fractions, and in the 5»000 g
I 'J
supernatant material,were determined by the
dlphenylamlne and orcinol methods respectively.
The results are summarised in Table 6 •
-12b-
TABLB 6
Estimations of DNA and RNA on fractions obtained










"Heavy" 11mg. 3.2 k.l O.U mg. 0.5 mg.
"Light" 32mg. 6.0 2.8 1.9 mg. 0.9 mg.
5,000 g
supernatant l&90mg. 0.3 3.0 5.2 mg. U5.3 mg.
These results indicate that the "light
fraction" is probably a purer preparation of
nuclei than the "heavy fraction" as it contains
a higher percentage of DNA and a lower percentage
of RNA. The 5,000 g supernatant contains more
than twice the amount of DNA contained in the
entire final pellet C^ight" and "heavy" fractions).
As some DNA is probably lost in the final super¬
natant (centrifugation at 3,200 x g for 7 min.)
the recovery in the pellet of the DNA originally
present in the filtered extract will only be about
30^ or rather less. This is considerably lower
than the 5i$ recovery claimed by Reich and Tsuda.
Microscopic examination of small drops of
the 1% acetic acid suspensions of the "heavy"
and "light" fractions showed the presence in both
of small, apparently spherical, particles which
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exhlbited Brownian motion. Even the largest
particles were only about one tenth of the
diameter of nuclei prepared from calf thymus
gland. Both fractions were very similar in
appearance, although the average size of the
particles in the "heavy fraction" was possibly
slightly greater.
For further examination drops of the 2%
• '
, • * * •
acetic acid suspensions were taken to dryness on
microscope slides, and the deposited material was
fixed with formalin/acetic acid/ethanol (10:5j85
by volume). Staining with crystal violet showed
that the particles had aggregated into clumps,
possibly corresponding to the grapelike bunches
of P.elch and Tsuda. This aggregated material
also stained with the Feulgen stain (10 min. acid
hydrolysis and 30 mln. staining time), but the
intensity of the pink colour was weak compared to
that obtained with thymus nuclei. Even under the
oil immersion lens it was not possible to distin¬
guish between Feulgen stained nuclei and other
cellular particles, and it was concluded that the
light microscope possesses insufficient resolving
power to determine the purity of N. crassa nuclei,
This would require the examination of preparations
'
under the electron microscope. However, assuming
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that DNA is contained exclusively in the nuclei,
the purification of nuclei could "be followed "by
observing the increase in the BNA content of
material under preparation.
An attempt was made to improve the purifica¬
tion of the nuclei by extending the differential
centrifugation process. The method was repeated
as already described until after the centrifuga-
tion at 5,000 x g for 30 min. The pellet from
this centrifugation was resuspended in mannitol,
and the suspension was then resubjected to the
differential centrifugatlons that had already been
performed (i.e. centrifugations at 500 x g for
5 min., 2,000 x g for 7 min., and 5,000 x g for
30 min. were repeated, and the various pellets
and supernatants were treated as before). The
pellet after the second centrifugation at 5,000 x
g was then recycled once more through this
additional sequence of operations. The final
5,000 x g pellet was resuspended in mannitol and
centrifuged at 3,200 x g for 7 min. The pellet
was separated as before into "heavy" and "light"
fractions which were dried, weighed, and analysed
for DNA and RNA.
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From 30 g. of the mannitol washed mycelia,
5.5 mg. of the "heavy" fraction and 13.7 rag. of
the "light" fraction were obtained. As would be
expected the additional operations have resulted
in a decreased yield of nuclei. The analyses
showed that the "heavy" fraction contained 1,9%
DNA and 2.8% RNA, and the "light" fraction
contained 6,1% BNA and 3»2% RNA. Thus on the
basis of BNA content the purity of the nuclei has
not been improved.
It was therefore concluded that the original
procedure is more suitable as it involves less
operations and appears to give higher yields of
material.
iii. Isolation of Ribosoiqea
The ribosomes of N. crassa mycella were
isolated from the 5»000 x g supernatant obtained
during a preparation of the nuclei. This super¬
natant was centrifuged twice at 30,000 x g for
30 min. in the M.S.E. "17,000" Refrigerated
Centrifuge, in order to remove the mitochondria
and any other cell particles larger than the
ribosomes. The ribosomes were then sedimented
from the supernatant by centrifugation in the
"Spinco" Model L Centrifuge (Rotor No. i+0) at
Figure 29
Starch gel electrophoresis of basic
proteins isolated from Neurospora crassa
1. Unfractionated calf thymus hi stone.
2. Basic protein isolated from nuclear preparation.
3. Basic protein isolated from ribosomal preparation.
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12+5»000 x g for 120 mln. The pellet was dried
with ethanol and ether. This rihosomal prepara¬
tion was found to contain 0.1% DNA and 17% RNA
(estimated hy the aiphenylamine and orcinol
methods respectively),
iv, Basic Proteins of Nuclei and Ribosomes
Basic proteins were isolated from the "light"
fraction of the nuclei. The "heavy" fraction was
not studied further "because the lower DNA content
indicated that it was not such a pure preparation
of nuclei.
The nuclei were extracted twice with O.llJ
sulphuric acid. The basic proteins in the
combined extracts were then purified by dialysis
and separation on CM-cellulose (pp.2+-27), The
yield of basic protein was 1,6% of the dry weight
of the preparation of nuclei extracted.
The basic proteins in the acid extracts of
the ribosomal preparation were similarly purified.
The basic protein obtained represented 3.0% of the
dry weight of the ribosomes extracted.
Starch gel electrophoresis of both basic pro¬
tein preparations was performed (Pig, 29), The
material from the nuclei gave some six bands
Figure 30. Ultra-violet Absorption Curves of Basic
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migrating to\vards the cathode and all with fairly
high mobilities (sample 2). There was little
staining at or near the origin. On the other
hand the ribosomal basic protein gave very diffuse
staining which was particularly heavy close to
the origin (sample 3).
The ultra-violet absorption spectra of both
preparations are shown in Pig. 30. These are
very similar to the typical histone curve (Fig.8),
and hence the presence of tyrosine, but not trypto¬
phan, is indicated in both preparations.
v. Heterogeneity of the Preparation of
N. crassa Nuclei
In order to determine if the "light" fraction
of the nuclei prepared from H. crassa mycelia was
homogeneous, a suspension of the material was sub¬
jected to centrifugation through a "stepped" con¬
centration gradient of sucrose.
Two 5.5 ml. "lusteroid" tubes for the SW39
"swing-out" Rotor of the "Splnco" Model L Centrif¬
uge were filled as shown in Pig. 31 a. Each
layer of mannitol/sucrose solution was pipetted
onto the surface of the previous layer, with
care being taken to avoid undue mixing at the
Figure 31
Stepped Density Gradient Centrifugation of N, crassa
Nuclei ("light" fraction).
a. Arrangement of layers before centrifugation.
Composition of layerVol. of layer
1.5 ml.--
1. 0 ml. --
1. 0 ml. --
1. 0 ml. - -
0. 6 ml.—
— "Light" nuclei suspended in
0. 35M mannitol/l. OKI sucrose
— 0. 35M mannitol/l. 3M sucrose
— 0. 35M mannitol/l. 6M sucrose
— 0. 35M mannitol/l. 8M sucrose
— ~ 0. 35M mannitol/2. 0M sucrose





















interfaces. This operation was performed at
room temperature as at lower temperatures the
viscosity of the sucrose solutions becomes too
great to allow pipetting. After leaving the
tubes to cool in the cold room for 1 hr. they
were centrifuged in the SW39 rotor for 90 min. at
35,000 r.p.au (135,000 x g).
After the centrifugation the tubes were
removed carefully from the rotor buckets and kept
vertical. The preparation of nuclei had
separated into bands which occurred at the "steps"
in the sucrose concentration gradient (Fig. 31 b).
The five bands were collected separately by
removing them in sequence with a pipette and were
transferred to weighed centrifuge tubes. BandB
3 and 1+ were combined giving four fractions in
all for analysis. The material in each centrifuge
tube was washed three times with 50% ethanol to
remove the mannitol and sucrose, and was then
,
dried with ethanol and ether. After weighing the
four fractions, the acid soluble froteins were
extracted with O.lH sulphuric acid, and the DNA
and RNA in the residues were estimated. The acid
soluble proteins were precipitated with ethanol,
dried with ethanol and ether, and weighed.
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Insufficient of the material was obtained to allow
further purification of the "basic protein on 0M-
cellulose.
The distribution of the preparation of nuclei
into "bands at the interfaces of the different
mannitol/sucrose solutions indicates that the pre¬
paration is not homogeneous. The percentages of
DNA pnd RNA contained in each fraction vary
considerably thus confirming this heterogeneity.
The high percentage of DNA in bands 3 and it- suggests
that they contain the greatest proportion of nuclei.
However the presence of DNA in all the fractions
.
shows that there must either be some variation in
the density of DNA-containing particleB (nuclei?)
or that aggregation between different particles
has occurred.
It was found that the acid soluble protein
extracted from the material present in bands 3 and
h (the best preparation of nuclei on the basis of
DNA content) behaved very like the basic protein
from the "light" fraction of nuclei when subjected
to starch gel electrophoresis (Pig, 29t sample 2).
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III. Conclusions and Discussion
Using a modification of the method of Reich
and Tsuda (l96l) a preparation of nuclei contain¬
ing approximately 6% DNA, y% RNA and 1,6%, "basic
protein was obtained from IT. crassa mycelia.
On the "basis of starch gel electrophoresis, ultra¬
violet absorption, and its combination with CM-
cellulose at pH 7> the basic protein appears to be
similar to the typical vertebrate histones. As
the nuclear preparation was found to be hetero¬
geneous, the basic proteins which were studied
may not necessarily have originated entirely from
nuclei. However, the analyses of the nuclear
preparation do indicate that much of the II. crassa
DNA can not be in the form of a typical nueleo-
histone complex. As with the bacteria and
paramecia already studied, the possibilities still
exist that either the DNA could be entirely free
from combination with basic protein or that a
small portion could be complexed.
"Stepped" concentration gradient centrifuga-
tion, which was used to demonstrate the hetero¬
geneity of the nuclear preparation, might provide
a suitable method for further purification of
IT. crassa nuclei. With a larger capacity "swing-
out" rotor it should be possible to obtain
-133-
sufficient pure nuclei to enable a full study
of their basic proteins.
Difficulty in preparing nuclei from IT. crassa
mycelia by the method of Reich and Tsuda has also
been experienced by Baer (19&k) working in
California, who found upon microscopic examination
that no more than 1Q& of the pellet consisted of
nuclei. Recently she has improved the prepara¬
tion by freezing the mycelia with liquid nitrogen
and homogenising in a Waring Blender, The pro¬
teins extracted with acid from the nuclei were
subjected to starch gel electrophoresis at
pH lul In the presence of urea. At least 10
bands were obtained, several with greater mobility
than any of the calf thymus his tone components.
Although Baer has not fully characterised the
nuclei or purified the basic proteins on CM-
cellulose, her results are in agreement with




The investigation of the "basic proteins in
"bacteria has led to the conclusion that most of
the DNA in the bacterial cell must "be free from
combination with histone-llke protein. This
appears to be in agreement with those authors who
were unable to detect histones in either bacterial
cells or DNA-protein preparations (pp. 8-10),
However DNA-proteins, prepared from bacteria
.
by extraction at high salt concentration, were
found to contain some basic protein. Although
the yieldB of the preparations based on the total
DNA recovered were extremely low, and DNA and
basic protein together accounted for a rather
small percentage of the material isolated, never¬
theless it is possible that these DNA-protein pre¬
parations do represent a quantitatively minor
portion of the total DNA which is associated with
basic histcaief-like protein in the bacterial cell.
Such a complex could have importance in genetic
regulatory mechanisms (vide infra). However it
must also be considered that the DNA-protein pre¬
parations could be artefacts formed during the
preparation procedure.
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Oti0 might expect the formation of DNA-protein
artefacts to Involve a random non-specific com¬
bination between the DNA and the basic protein
of the bacterial cell. This would result in the
basic protein component of the artefact resembling
the total basic protein of the cell. In the
experiments with B, megaterium starch gel electro¬
phoresis indicated that the basic proteins
isolated from the DNA-protein and from the whole
organisms were quite unlike each other (Fig, 18),
thus indicating that the DNA-protein may well not
be an artefact. With 5. coli the starch gel
electrophoresis did reveal some similarity
(Fig, 19) but this was still insufficient to
indicate a non-specific combination between the
DNA and the total basic protein of the cell.
There is therefore some evidence for the claim
by Palmade that typical DIfA-histones occur in
bacteria (p. 12), although if they do exist they
must represent a small portion of the total DNA
in the cell. The yields of the DNA-proteins
isolated by this author were not stated, but it
appears from the results of the present investi¬
gation that they must have been very low. It
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has already been pointed out that Palmade did not
actually isolate any histone, but that her con¬
clusions were reached after the determination of
the arginine and lysine contained in the DNA-
proteln preparations.
Although the preparations of nuclei from
Paramecium aurelia and Neuros-pora crassa were not
completely satisfactory, it could be concluded
that the DHA in these organisms must also be
largely free from combination with basic protein.
The nuclei of both these organisms did appear to
contain some basic protein and therefore, as with
the bacteria, there is again the possibility that
a small portion of the DKA might be in the form
of a typical BNA-histone complex* However as the
macronuclel of Paramecium may contain rather mere
RHA than D2TA it is quite possible that the basic
protein is associated with RITA in the nucleus
rather than with DNA. As the best preparations
hT. crassa nuclei also contain appreciable
amounts of RNA the possible existence of an RNA-
basic protein complex in the nuclei of this
organism must also be considered.
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Ixirai (1961+) has recently reported that DNA-
protein prepared from the unicellular green alga,
Chlorella ellinsoidea.contains histone-like
protein. The acid soluble proteins extracted
from the preparation were fractionated by CM-
eellulose chromatography and the amino acids
compositions of the fractions were determined.
The yield of the DNA-protein was not stated.
Iwai, however, does state that the mass ratio of
the basic protein isolated by direct extraction
of whole Chlorella cells to the total DNA in the
cells is only between 0.25 and 0.5. When it is
considered that some of the basic protein isolated
directly from whole organisms might originate
from ribosomes, it appears probable that a
considerable part of the DNA in Chlorella is not
associated with basic protein. This would be
in agreement with the situation that was shown
to occur in bacteria, Paramecium, and N, crassa.
The complete absence of typical nucleo-
hlstones in all these micro-organisms might be
expected if the sole function of the histones is
to control intercellular differentiation in
multicellular organisms as envisaged by the
Stedmans (p. 16).
However "bacteria do exhibit a type of intra¬
cellular differentiation in that their enzyme
complement can he altered "by the processes of
enzyme induction and repression. Studies of the
mechanism of these processes have led Jacob and
Monod (l96l) to conclude that the synthesis of
adaptable enzymes in bacteria follows a double
genetic control. There is evidence for the
existence of specialised regulator genes v/hich
control protein synthesis through intermediary
"repressors" that act on the structural genes,
which in turn are responsible for determining the
molecular organisation of the proteins. The
repressors can be either inactivated or activated
by certain specific metabolites, hence causing
either enzyme Induction or repression.
It is tempting to suggest that the repressor
in the system of Jacob and Monod. could be a basic
protein of the histone type. Indeed, although
these authors originally considered that it might
consist of RHA, recent evidence suggests that the
repressor is a protein (Gallant and Stapleton,
196U).
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There is no reason to suppose that similar
control mechanisms do not occur in multicellular
organisms where they could also "be responsible
for the differentiation of cells. In a fully
differentiated cell most of the genetic informa¬
tion must he suppressed, and according to the
hypothesis of the Stedmans this is achieved by
the gene inhibition action of the histones.
This would explain why most of the DNA in such
cells is associated with hlstone. In unicellular
organisms one would expect much less of the
genetic information to be suppressed at any given
I
time, and hence if histones do act as the genetic
repressors they need not necessarily be present
In such easily detectable amounts.
Bonner et &£,. (1963) have recently obtained
good evidence favouring a gene inhibition function
for the histones in multicellular organisms.
These authors showed the ability of chromatin,
Isolated from various tissues of the pea plant,
to support DNA-dependent INA synthesis by the
RNA polymerase of E, ooli bacteria. This
chromatin-dependent RNA synthesis was coupled to
a messenger RNA-dependent rlbosomal protein
-11+0-
synthesis system also derived from 5). coll. Using
immunological methods the chromatin of pea
cotyledons was shown to support the synthesis of
pea seed reserve globulin, a protein characteristic
of cotyledons. The chromatin of pea "buds, which
do not normally synthesise this globulin, did not
support its synthesis in vitro. Hence the
control of genetic activity characteristic of
living cells was to some extent preserved in this
in vitro system. However when the histone was
removed from the pea bud chromatin, it was found
that the pea bud DNA now supported the globulin
synthesis. This was considered by these authors
as indicating that the genetic control observed
in the system had been exerted by the histone of
the chromatin.
The present investigation has shown that the
ribosomes of both E. coll and B. megaterium
contain approximately 2/S basic protein. On the
basis of ultra-violet absorption spectra, amino
acid compositions, and iso-electric points these
proteins appear to be extremely similar to the
hlstones of higher organisms. A preparation of
ribosomes from N. crassa was also found to contain
basic protein.
The question of the classification of the
rihosomal hasic proteins is again raised "by their
great similarity to the histones which suggests
that the term "cytoplasmic histones" might "be
suitable (see pp. 5-6). However, as there is
still no evidence relating them metabolically or
functionally with the histones it is probably
more appropriate to continue calling them the
"ribosomal basic proteins",
Histone-like proteins are also known to occur
in the rlbosomes of several multicellular organ¬
isms (see p. 5). Leslie (1961) has demonstrated
that the basic proteins of ribosomes ffom both
guinea-pig liver and human liver cells (HLM strain)
exhibit rlbonuclease activity, and suggests that
this activity may be involved in the process of
genetic expression by depolyj&erising certain PITA
templates. The possibility still remains to be
investigated that the ribosomal basic proteins
of bacteria may also have this rlbonuclease
activity.
Although these hlstone-like proteins present
in the ribosomes of various organisms are quant¬
itatively very minor components of the ribosomal
-11+2-
struetares, there Is no evidence to indicate that
they might not possess great qualitative importance
in the mechanism of protein synthesis or its
control. As already stated the small quantity
of DNA-hlstone which may he present in "bacterial
cells could also "be of major significance in the
regulation of genetic processes. With regard
to the possibility that histones may he involved
in the control of cell differentiation, it would
he of great interest to investigate at what stage
in the evolutionary scale the DNA-histones become
quantitatively important components of the cell
nucleus, and to determine if there is any
relationship between the amount and complexity
of histone and the degree of cellular differentia¬
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APPENDIX
—12+Ll-—
STMnare, ,sf tfr$ <?f hjst.QnsB
(m4 .prptaaiaeg) ftn living Q^a^j^g
The occurrence of protamine, instead of
histone, in a particular tissue is indicated "by
the letter P.
Where evidence is "based solely on cyto-
chemical techniques, and not by actual isolation
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ISOLATION OF HISTONES(?) FROM
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS
By
Dr. H. J. CRUFT
and
J. L. LEAVER
(Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 192, No. 4802, pp. 556-557,
November 11, 1961)
{Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 192, No. 4802, pp. 556-557,
November 11, 1961)
Isolation of Histones(?) from
Staphylococcus aureus
Any theories that try to give an explanation of
the function of histones have had in the past to take
account of the reported absence of histones from
bacteria1'2. If histones are solely concerned with
coll differentiation or 'gene suppression' in multi¬
cellular organisms, then one might expect them to
be absent from bacteria and protozoa3'4. But if, on
the other hand, they have an even more fundamental
function, related to the function of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) in all cells, then they should also be
present in unicellular organisms.
In the present investigation an attempt was made
to extract basic proteins from bacteria, following a
modification of the procedure routinely used in our
laboratory for the isolation of histones from cell
nuclei6.
The bacteria, Staphylococcus aureus, were washed
with 4 per cent acetic acid, and then defatted and
dried by washing several times with ethanol and then
with ether. This procedure denatures many of the
non-basic proteins, rendering them insoluble on
extraction with acid. The acid-soluble proteins were
extracted by grinding the dried bacteria with glass
powder in the presence of 0-1 N sulphuric acid, and
then centrifuging. Large amounts of non-protein
material extracted were removed by dialysis against
0-1 N sulphuric acid, and the proteins were pre¬
cipitated from the dialysed extract by the addition
of seven volumes of ethanol, and dried with ethanol
followed by ether.
Some of the extracted material was subjected to
starch-gel electrophoresis in the presence of 4 M urea
using a modification of the technique developed by
Neelin and Neelin for use with histones6. The gel,
rolled 1 mm. thick on a glass plate and coated after¬
wards with paraffin wax, was prepared with 0-014 M
acetate buffer containing the urea, giving a pH within
the gel of 6. After migration, the gel was stained
with amido black 10B and showed the presence of at
least eight components (Fig. 1). The direction of
migration of the slower components is reversed if the
pH of the gel is increased above 6'5.
Those components which were strongly basic, like
histones, with isoelectric points well above pH. 7 were
separated from the others by using carboxymethyl-






Fig. 1. Starch-gel electrophoresis of proteins extracted from
Staphylococcus aureus with 0-1 N sulphuric acid : (a) total protein,
Cb) basic protein fraction, (c) non-basic fraction
onate buffer pH 7, was applied to a very short
carboxymethyl-cellulose column previously washed
with buffer. Under these conditions the non-basic
components run through the column while the more
basic components are retained. The column was
washed with water, and then the basic proteins
eluted with about 1 ml. of 0-1 N hydrochloric acid.
Starch-gel electrophoresis of these two fractions,
recovered from the eluates by ethanol precipitation, r ft tSO-t bo O
shows the complete separation of the faster com¬
ponents from the remainder, which, although
extracted by acid, do not have isoelectric points
above pH 7 (Fig. 1).
Amino-acid analysis of both fractions, by acid
hydrolysis followed by paper chromatography (two
successive runs in one direction using an n-butanol,
acetic acid, water system and detection of the spots
by ninhydrin reagent), indicated that the faster, more
basic fraction was very similar to unfractionated ox-
thymus histone7. It contained particularly large
amounts of lysine, arginine, alanine, leucine and
proline with relatively small quantities of acidic
amino-acids, histidine and tyrosine, while the slower,
less basic fraction was quite different. It is con¬
cluded from the above results, from ultra-violet
absorption and from solubility characteristics that
the proteins in the faster electrophoretic fraction are
very similar indeed to histones.
Thus it is clear that these bacteria contain basic
proteins like the histones found in the higher forms
of life. Comparable results have been obtained with
Micrococcus lysodeikticus. These basic proteins may
also occur in the DNA-protein fraction previously
isolated by Yendrely et al. from Escherichia colis.
It is not yet possible to say whether all the basic
protein components demonstrated here have come
from association with the DNA or the ribonucleic
acid of the bacteria. But somewhat similar com¬
ponents have recently been shown to occur in
ribosomes prepared from Escherichia colia.
We wish to thank Dr. J. F. Wilkinson for
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